DETERMINATION OF A CERTAIN FAMILY OF
FINITE METABELIAN GROUPS
BY

G. SZEKERES
Introduction.
The problem of constructing
all the finite metabelian
groups (that is, groups with an abelian commutator
subgroup) is fundamentally settled by the Schreier theory of group extensions. In fact, a metabelian
group may be considered as the extension of an abelian group §1 by an
abelian group tt; this is the simplest nontrivial case of a group extension.
According to Schreier's theory, an arbitrary group ® which is the extension
of 21 by g is obtained by the following procedure:
First, we have to find an automorphism
group of SI which is the homomorphic image of 55,that is, if ¿r is the automorphism
corresponding
to <tÇl%,

t\iexiiABfi = AdB3,iATY= A" = A" ior everyA,BÇf&, <t,tG^- Secondly, we
have to find a factor

system

C„,T in A, satisfying

d,rdr,n

p, a, t (see [18, p. 90])(1). If S„ is a symbol denoting
of o- in @, then

the relations

SaAS~1=Ai,

= Cl,fCa,Ti>for every

a certain representative

ScSr = C.,TS,,T uniquely

determine

an abstract group ® with the required properties.
Unfortunately,
the general formulation of the Schreier theory does not
indicate (except in the most trivial cases) how to determine and specify the
automorphisms
and factor systems so that each © shall be obtained in
one and only one way. The invariant characterization
of solvable groups, even
in the relatively simple case of metabelian
groups, still remains one of the
most important
and most difficult problems of abstract group theory. At
the present, it seems that the problem can be successfully approached only if
we impose certain restrictions upon the family of groups to be determined.
In a recent paper [12] I have determined all the groups © which have an
abelian invariant subgroup 2Í of the type ip, ■ • • , p) such that ®/2I be
cyclic. In the present paper a more extensive class of metabelian groups will
be determined
and completely
characterized
by numerical invariants.
Whereas no restriction will be imposed upon the structure of the abelian invariant subgroup 2Í, it is assumed that ®/2I is cyclic and its order n is not
divisible by the square of any prime number which divides the order of 21.
In particular, the latter condition is fulfilled if either n is squarefree, or if n
and the order of 2Í are relatively prime.
Among the more important cases included in the above category (others
will be mentioned in part 3) perhaps the most notable is the case of ¿»-groups
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which contain an abelian subgroup of index p. These have been determined
if the abelian subgroup is of the type ip, ■ • • , p) [°], or cyclic [3, p. 134],
or of the type ip"-1, p) [8], or if the group is of order pn, reí¡5 [l, 2], or of
class » —1 [17]. Recently P. Hall [6] introduced
a general classification
of
p-groups
by means of a relation
called isoclinism,
and determined
the
families of isoclinic ¿»-groups containing
abelian
subgroups
of index p.
This is still not a solution of the structure problem, since there are too many
different groups which belong to the same family of isoclinic groups (for
example all the abelian ¿/-groups belong to the same family). The present
paper contains for the first time a complete enumeration
of these groups.
Some general remarks about notations:
Groups and rings will be denoted by German letters, elements of additive
groups by Roman capitals. Greek letters will denote elements of rings or
multiplicative
groups which act as operators on abelian groups.
{A, B, ■ ■ ■ } is the subgroup generated by the elements in brackets, or
in the case of abelian operator groups the smallest admissible subgroup con-

taining A, B, ■ ■ ■. A ®B is the direct sum of A, B.
® shall denote a group which has an invariant
commutative
subgroup
with cyclic quotient group of order n. The following procedure, a modification of the Schreier principle, will be used to construct
an arbitrary
®:
Let 3 [x] denote the ring of polynomials in x with integral coefficients and
SRn,*[ar] the (finite) quotient ring S [a:]/(re" — 1, A). The abelian group 21 of
order h is assumed to possess a ring of of endomorphisms
dl which is a homomorphic image of 9Jm,ä[.x]. We write 21 additively
with unit element 0 and
denote by pA the endomorphism
induced by the operator pE9î on A G21.
Let a (EM be the operator which corresponds
to x by the homomorphism
9?n,/.[*]—>3î. Then by the definition of 9?„,,,[.x], <r" is the unit automorphism

of 21,that is, anA =A for every A £21.
We now define a set of symbols (r, A), r^O, .4£2! as the elements
an abstract group @ under the following rules of composition:

(1)

of

(fi, Ai)in, At) = in + n, At + <r*At),

(2)

in, 0) = (0, H)

where H is an element

of 21 satisfying

(3)

all = H.

Multiplying both sides of (2) either from the right or from the left by (/-, A)
we obtain

(4)
which implies

(f + n, A) = ir, A + H)
that

the elements

ir, A),

of ® can be brought

0Sf<»,

A £ 2Í.

to the form
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We have to show that @ is a group. Clearly,
commutative
subgroup 2Í' which is isomorphic

(1), (3), (4), Sr=ir,
= (0, aTA). Thus

0), S~' = ir, 0)-' = (w-r,

the transformation

o-' in 2f. Since S»»(0,

3

the elements (0, A) form a
to 21. Put 5=(1, 0), then by

-H),

hence

of 21' by S' induces

S'iO, A)S~r

the automorphism

//) by (2) and (0, all) = (0, II), it follows from

Schreier's theorem (see [18, p. 93]) that @ is a group which contains 21' as
an invariant subgroup. Moreover, @/2l' is cyclic and its order is n. The element (0, H) represents the factor system of the extension.
That every group @ is obtained by the method just described is again a
consequence of Schreier's theorem since a can be taken as an arbitrary automorphism of order n or a divisor of ». In fact, we can construct 9î, the ring of
«r-endomorphisms
p = a0 + flio- + • • • + a_i«r*-\

in one and only one way so that
satisfy the postulates

the binary operation

ipi + Pi)A = piA + P2A,

oA = 0,

a0, au ■ ■ ■ , a„_x integers,

iA = A,

p.4, p£9î,

A £21, shall

piipiA) = ipiPi)A,

itp)A = pitA).

Here o and t denote the 0 and 1-element of the ring 9Î, and / is an integer.
The last of the conditions (5) shows that iht,)A = iihA) =0 for every A, hence
hi = o. Therefore (<r"—t, hi) =0 and 9î is a homomorphic
image of 9î„,a[x].
The first step in the above procedure of constructing
the group @ is to
determine the operator rings 3î of 2( which are the homomorphic
images of
9in,*[*]. This is equivalent to the problem of determining
the automorphisms
a of 21 which satisfy a" = t, or rather the classes of automorphisms
conjugate
to a a in the group of all the automorphisms
of 21. For, if X is an arbitrary
automorphism
of 2Í, then the element X.4 is carried by a into o-(\A)
= X(X_1<rX/l). This shows that we could equally well arrive at the group ®
by starting from the conjugate automorphism
a' —\~la\ instead of a.
There is, however, another way of approach to the problem which seems
to be more natural from the algebraic point of view: Instead of departing
from a definite abelian group and determining
the above class of conjugate
automorphisms,
we may regard 21 from the outset as an iJÎ-group (without
specifying its structure
as an abstract
group), and determine
the different
types of such operator groups. Replacing a by its conjugate ^^X
implies
that we pass to an 9î-group A' which is 9î-isomorphic
to 21. Therefore we have
to consider two 9î-groups as being of the same type, if they are 3î-isomorphic
to each other. Here ^-isomorphism
is understood
in the usual sense; we assume that the same ring of operators 9Î acts upon both 2Í and 21'.
There is another definition which naturally
suggests itself when we investigate the abstract structure of operator groups. Suppose that 2Í has an
operator ring 9t and 2Í' has an operator ring 3Í' and there is an isomorphism
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9Î and 5K'. Then we can define an (5ft, 8Î')-

isomorphism between 21 and 21' by postulating

pA—>p'A' if p—*p', A—>A'

(see [7, p. 5, footnote]). Of particular interest is the case when 3i' is obtained
by means of an automorphism
of 9Î. For example if (w, n) = 1, a' =au induces
an automorphism
of 9Î by the 1-1 mapping
a0 + am + ■ ■ ■ + an-ia»'1

-> a0 + am''

H-+

an-m''^-^

where uv = l (mod n), which converts 2Í into an 9î'-group, 9Î' being a polynomial ring of the operator a'. Such a situation is confronted if we take the
coset represented by S' = (w, 0) instead of 5=(1, 0) as the generating coset
of @/2I. The discussion of this situation is left to §2. Until then we consider
only ordinary ^-isomorphism,
since the solution of the problem of 9î-groups
takes then a more convenient form.
After we have determined the varous types of 9i-groups the next step is to
select the element H in a suitable way. We could take for H an arbitrary
element satisfying equation
(3), but of course the problem is to have a
canonical form for H which is an invariant of the group ®.
Finally, we have to settle the following question: It might happen that
a group ® has several different abelian invariant
subgroups
with cyclic
quotient group, hence © can be represented in more than one way by a system [21, II]. Then we must find conditions for the equivalence of two dif-

ferent systems [21,H].
In §§1 and 2, we shall have a complete answer to all these questions,
provided that in, A) is squarefree.
1. It will be assumed that the ring 9Î is a homomorphic image of 3în,*[x],

hence

(1.1)
where a is the operator

<r«= i
corresponding

to x, and the operators

of 9Î have the

form
(1.2)

p = a0 + aia + • • • + a„_i<7"-1,

a, integral.

In order to find the different types of 9î-groups, we have to determine the
different types of indecomposable
8î-groups. For, both 9î and 21 are finite,
hence the Krull-Schmidt
theorem applies to 21 and the indecomposable
components occurring in its direct decomposition
are uniquely determined by 21,
as far as their types and multiplicities
are concerned.
There is a decomposition
of 21 that can be accomplished
in every case:
A finite commutative
operator group is the direct sum of its ¿>-primary components 2Itp>.Hence we can assume that the order of 2I = 2l<p)is a power of
a prime number p, pfsay. Then the operator ring of 2i(p),9îp, is a homomorphic
image of $Rn,j/[x].
In order to obtain a further decomposition of 2l(p\ we slightly modify the
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ring 9?j,. Let A be an element

5

of order pm, and

a = a0 + aip + a2p2 +

■■■ ,

0 g a,- < p,

a p-adic integer in the regular representation.
We can give the formal product
aA a natural significance by requiring that it shall satisfy the following
postulates :

aO = 0,

eA = A

(«i + a2)A = ai-4 + 012A,

Notably

ipma')A

=a'ipmeA)

=a'ipmA)

(e = p-adic identity),

(010:2)^4 = ai(o:2^4).

= 0 for any p-aàic

whole

number

a',

hence

(1.4)

aA = a^A

where aim) =a0+
of a. Conversely,

• • • +am-ipm~1 is the mth convergent
(in the p-adic sense)
if aA is defined by (1.4) then the postulates (1.3) are auto-

matically satisfied.
Let $[x] denote the ring of polynomials in x with p-adic integral coefficients and write5R'„,p/[x] = ty[x]/Í€x" —e, pfe). Clearly, 9î'niP/[x] is isomorphic
to 9î'„,p/[x] and we can construct an operator ring dtP which is isomorphic to
9îp by assigning to each operator (1.2) of 3?j,the operator p'=ao+«io-+
• • •
+a„_io-n-1 in dîP , where a¿ is the p-adic equivalent
of a¿. It follows from

(1.4) that 2l(p)can equally well be regarded as an 9ÎP'-group or as an 9îp-group.
The idea of assigning the p-adic integers as operators to a p-primary group
has been variously used for the studying of infinite abelian groups, notably
by H. Pruefer, see also H. Rauter [l0]. In the case of finite p-primary groups
it seemingly does not make any difference whether we take the ordinary
integers or the p-adic integers as operators, since the p-adic residues modulo pf
are identical with the residues of ordinary integers modulo pf. Nevertheless
we shall see immediately that the change of 9ÎP to 9îp' has decided advantages
since it makes it possible to apply certain well known facts about the reducibility of polynomials over 'p to the further decomposition
of 2l(p) into direct
summands.

Write
(1.5)

n = mpk,

im, p) = 1

and let
(1.6)

xm — 1 = $o4>i• • ■it (mod p),

0O = x — 1

be the factorization
of xm— 1 into modulo p irreducible
polynomials
#,.
These can be normalised by the condition that the highest coefficient of $r

shall be 1. We have
»

.

x —1= x

mpk

m

— 1 = ix

pk

— 1)

_pk

_Pk

= <f>o• • • <t>t(mod p).
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By the reducibility
criterion of Hensel (see van der Waerden
[14] p. 259)
there exist uniquely determined
polynomials cpo= x — l, <pi, ■ ■ ■ , <pt respec-

tively i>o, 4>i, • • • , 4>(in ^P[.x] such that
„

_

xm -

(1-7)

1 = <j>o<pi
• ■ • <t>t,

in ^[x]^).

1 = 4>o4>i•••$,,

„*

fa = $r (mod p),

where <pris irreducible

(1.8)

xn -

4>, = <p~r(mod p),

r = 0, • • • , t,

Write

1
— (*»4v

fr = 4>o• • • 4\-i*r+i •••#«-

1),

r = 0, ■• • , t.

Since ypo, • • • , ipt are polynomials
with leading coefficient
1 which have
no common divisor of degree greater than 0 modulo p, there exist poly-

nomials Xo, • • • , X¡ in fy[x] such that

(1.9)

Xo^o+ • • • + X«*i = 1.

Let A be an arbitrary

element

of 2i<p) and write

<i>r(o-)^r= Xr^ri>r(o-)4=Xr(o-)(o-"-1)^1=0

^4r = Xr(o-)^r(o-)^4. Then

by (1.8) and (1.1), and A=Aa+

■• •

+At by (1.9). Hence, writing 2lip)=Xr^r(o-)2f(p),we have
(1.10)

*r(<r)2L(P)= 0,

r»0,

...,"*,

and
aAv)

2i

aAp)

_

_

aAP)

= 2io e ■• ■e 2i( .

We shall call 2Irw the 0r-component
of 2I(p), and say that 21^ belongs
the irreducible
polynomial <pr. This is justified by the following theorem:

to

Theorem 1. Let SI* belong to 4>=<pr,hence, by (1.10) and (1.7), be annihilated by (î>= d>r(o-)=<pf (mod p), then there is an i>0 such that 0i(o-)2l« = O.

Here i=l

if k = 0 (that is, («, p) = l) and i^lpk if k>0 in (1.5), where I

is the maximum

exponent

Proof. By (1.7), $-^

order of elements

in 21*, that

is, pi2i* = 0.

= 0 (mod p), ($-<¿>pV = 0 (mod pl), cp^^O (<ï>,pl),

hence <j>'p(o-)2i« = 0. If k = 0, then <t>= 4> and the statement
is trivial.
As a corollary we have the result that the operator ring 9Î* of 21* is a
homomorphic
image of ^3[x]/(<£'(x), pl).
All the previous discussions were independent
of the number theoretical
nature of n. Henceforth
we shall have to assume that n is not divisible by
the square of any prime number that divides the order of 2Í, that is, k = Q or

1 in (1.5).
Case I. A= 0, (w, p) = 1.
(2) We have written here 1 instead of e to denote the £-adic identity. We shall always do
this if there is no danger of ambiguity.
Also we shall use ordinary integers to denote their
p-adic equivalents.
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We have i = 0 in Theorem

7

1, hence

(1.11)

<¿>(<r)2í*
= 0.

Let A be the degree of </>.We shall show that an indecomposable
SI* is
cyclic, that is, is generated by a single element Ao of order pl, and every
element of 21* can be represented
in the form

A = f*)Ao
where / is a polynomial
modulo pl. The order

of degree less than h whose coefficients are residues
of 21* is phl and its tvpe as an abstract
group is

iPl, ■■■, Pl).
Proof. Because of (1.11), 9Î* is the homomorphic
image of ^[x]/i<pix)).
Since 4>ix) is an irreducible
divisor of xn — l, this latter is a principal ideal
ring, its ideals being (pz), /S:0. Hence the fundamental
theorem of abelian
groups applies to this case (see [15, p. 126]) and the only indecomposable
groups are the cyclic ones.
Thus, the situation here is analogous to the case discussed in my previous
paper [12] where SI had no elements of order p2. There the operator ring 31
was homomorphic
tollf.r],
IT = GFip), which is likewise a principal ideal

ring.
Difficulties of more serious nature arise when SI* involves elements of
higher exponent orders and n is divisible by p. Here a complete solution has
been found only when p divides n to exactly the first power. A solution for
the structure problem of 21* when n is divisible by p2 would be of great importance for the theory of metabelian groups.

Case II. n=pm,

im, p) = l.

9Î* is a homomorphic
image of <$[x]/i<ptix), p1) which is not a principal
ideal ring if i > 1, hence the fundamental
theorem of abelian groups does not
necessarily hold. In fact, we shall see that an indecomposable
2t* is not necessarily generated by a single element. Nevertheless
we shall be able to find a
canonical form for 21* which will make possible the complete classification and
enumeration
of the different types of these groups (Definitions
1 and 2,

Theorem 4).
Since <j>is a divisor

of xm— 1, irreducible

(1.12)

in *?$[.%"],
we have

xm - 1 = U

where <f>and \j/ are relatively

prime modulo

p. From

(1.12) we have

(1.13) X" - 1 = Xmr- 1 = (1 + <W)>>
- 1 = p<p\P+ Cp.iW2 + —h
Write

(1.14)

nix) = ^^

xm — 1

= P+ Cp,i<pf+ • • • + «¿"-VP-1.

w.
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We show that
(1.15)

*(*)«■(*) = 0(*(as)).

Since i¡/ and <j>are relatively prime modulo p and d>=$p (mod p), \j/ and 4>
are also relatively prime modulo p, hence there is a X(x) such that X^ = 1 (<!>).

By (1.12) and (1.14),
irH> = xn - 1 = 0(4>),

hence multiplying by X we obtain (1.15).
Next, we show that
(1.16)

p m «•(*, (?ip-1).

From (1.14) we have p=Trip<f>, 0P_1)> hence by (1.15), p(p=ir(j>=0
($, p#2, $p), p=7r(i>, p</>2,<¿>p-1)-From the previous congruence, p(/>2=0
(dj>,p03) c/)^1), hence p = (d>, p^s, <£p-i). Repeating the argument,
we finally

obtain (1.16).
(1.15) implies 0(o-)îr(<r) =0. In the following, we shall suppress the variable a if the polynomial over 'iß is obviously one of <r, hence an operator of dt.
Thus, the previous equation will simply be written as

(1.17)

*x = 0.

Congruence

(1.16) becomes

(1.18)

p m irfa"-1),

or p = t + ï^yio)

which implies

(1.19)

p<p= </>p7.

The coefficients of the polynomial 7=7(0-) can be reduced by means of
(1.19) to non-negative integers less than p (integer = p-adic equivalent of the
integer, see footnote 2), and this puts 7 into a perfectly well-determined form.
From (1.18) we have 7r2= pir, and generally
(1.20)

7T>"
= p7Ti_1 = • • • = Pi-17T,

Lemma 1. i/p^0
a suitable X.

P' = T> + <pi(P-Uy>

fOr j = 1.

(p, <j>)and B=pA, then {A } = {B}, that is, A=\B

for

Proof. p(x) is a primitive polynomial relatively prime to <j>ix), hence X(x)
and p.ix) can be determined
so that X(x)p(x)+ju(x)0'(x)
= 1, X(o-)p(<x).4
+p.io-)<piio-)A=A, where i is the exponent in Theorem 1, hence Xp.4=^4,

\B = A.
Theorem

2. <j>and ir are nilpotent operators.

Proof. If /has the same significance as in Theorem 1, that is, ple = 0, then
xi+1=p'7r = 0 by (1.20). The statement concerning <¡>
is contained in Theorem 1.
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Theorem

2 implies that

every operator

p of 9Î* can be written

9

in the

form

(1.21)

p = &>+ b* + • • • + a-i«4-1

where i is the exponent in Theorem 1 and £o, • • • , £»-i are polynomials of <r
with degree less than A. The coefficients of £o can be reduced to non-negative
integers less than p' and those of £i, • • • , £,_i to non-negative integers less
than p. Hence the order of 8Î* is not greater than £*<«•*-«# The above <p-adic
form of 9Î* is similar to the representation
found recently by H. S. Vandiver

for principal ideal rings [13].
A further

consequence

of Theorem

2 is that

to every A ¿¿0 there is an

i=iiA) = 0 and j =jiA) = 0, such that
<p'A9= 0,

<f>i+1A
= 0,

tt'A ?¿ 0,

n-i+'A = 0.

We call iiA) and jiA) the <p- and ir-exponents of A.
Definition
1. A finite 3Î*-group (S= ß* is called an open <p-irchain if it
is generated by k >0 elements Ai, • • • , Ak (called a chain basis of (5) satisfying the following conditions:

1. Let fi««'(ili) + li ir = iiAT) for r>l,

jT=jiAr)

for r<k, jk=JiAk) + lr

then ir>0,jr>0
for r=l, • • ■ , k.
2. Write Cr = (pi'Ar, DT= ir''AT (hence G = 0, Dk = 0). Then Dr=Cr+i

for

r = l, • • • , k-1.
3. Write £)= {Z>i, • • • , Z>*_i} and denote by A* the coset of © in S
which is represented

by AT. Then

2) = {Di\ © • • • © {Z?*_i}
and

(5/3)= {A*\ © ••• © {^î}.
These conditions
uniquely
define for any given set of chain-exponents
[*"i.j; • • • ; ik,jk] and given <p, an 8Î*-group S. The elements of S can be
represented explicitly by the set of expressions
*

(1. 22)

*

k

k-1

A = £ «¿I, + 2 *M, + Z T7r^4r+ E «r£>r
r-1

r=l

t=1

7^-1

where ar, ßT, yr, Sr run through all the polynomials
of a with the following
restrictions :
The degrees of ar, yr and oTare less than h, that of ßr is less than h (¿, — 1).
The coefficients of ar, ßr, 8r are non-negative
integers less than p, those of
yr are non-negative
integers less than pJr-1.
The sum of two expressions (1.22) can be reduced to an expression of the
same form by writing each ßr in the 0-adic form (1.21) and using the formulas

(1.18), (1.19) and (1.20). The set [iu jt; • • • ; *»,jk] will be called the in-
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variants of 6. Evidently
the order of (5 is p«<3ir+sir-i)t
Definition
2. A finite 9t*-group 6 = 6* is called a closed <p-ir chain
if it has A>0 generating
elements A\, • ■ • , Ak (called a chain basis of S),
satisfying the following conditions:
1. Let ir = iiAr), jr=JiAr)
for r=l,
■ ■ ■ , k, then ir>0, jr>0.
2. Let k be the smallest divisor of k, /fe= á¿such that ir = ie,jr=js whenever
r = s (mod k) (in particular,
k = k if the set [*\,ji', • • • ; ik,jk] is not periodic).
Write

again

Cr = <pirAr,

Dr = ir'rAr.

Then

Dr = Cr+i

for r = 1, • ■ • , k — 1

and
d-l

Dk = D¿k = ¿j XgCü+i
0=0

where the coefficients Xs are residues modulo (p, </>),hence represent
X, of a GFiph), and satisfy the following conditions:

elements

(a) Xo^O, thatis,Xo^O(p,<j!)).
(b) The polynomial /(z) =zd— ^fli
Xszs in GFiph)
a power of an irreducible polynomial. We shall call/(z)
nomial of the closed <p-ir chain.

is either irreducible
or
the characteristic poly-

3. Write 2) = {Du ■ ■ ■ , Dk} and denote by A* the coset of S in S which
is represented

by Ar. Then

3) = [Di\ © • ■• © [Dk\
and

6/2) = [A*\ © ■• ■ © [At].
Again, these conditions
uniquely determine,
for any given set of exponents [ii,ji', ■ • ■ ; ik,jk] and characteristic
polynomial /(z), an 9Î*' -group 6.
The elements of S can be written explicitly as

(1.22*)

A = É arAr+ Z «M, + £ *-Mr+ 2 W
r=l

r=l

where the restrictions
on the coefficients
same as under (1.22). The order of 6 is

r=l

and degrees

r-1

of aT, ßr, yT, 5, are the

It should be noted that it is quite possible to construct a closed <p-wchain
by means of an arbitrary characteristic
polynomial/(z)
with nonzero constant
term. The reason why we imposed the additional condition 2b on /(z) is to
make 6 indecomposable
as will be seen later.
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Theorem
3. Let 6 be a closed <p-ir chain belonging to the set of exponents
[iu ii! " " ' ; il, jl] and characteristic
polynomial
/(z). Let 6' belong to
[ii,J2; • • • i il, jl\ ii, ji] and the samefiz).
Then S and 6' are 9î* -isomorphic.

Proof. Let .4i, • ■ ■ , Ak ik=dk)

be the chain basis of 5. To prove the

theorem, we have to find a set of new generating
elements A{, • • • , Ak
which also satisfy conditions
1, 2, 3 but with exponents
belonging to S'.
Write Ar =Ar+i for r = 1, ■ ■ ■ , k- 1 and Ak =A'ak= Z*=o X84s*+i- Since

Xo^O ip, <p)and XoAi^A'^— ¿ji-l
hence the whole group
ii =

fi+l

=

\tAZi, it follows from Lemma 1 that „41,

Ê, is generated
■• • =

l(d—iyi+u

by A{ , ■ ■ ■ , A{ ■Since
,/i = jk+i

=

• • • = J(d-iñ+i,

we have

Ck = <¡>hA'k
= X x»<-¿+i* °s-0

(1 23)

d~l

D'k« irhAÍ = X>„ZWi *0,
8=0

0h+i,4¿ = 0,
Hence, denoting
t'r = tV+ii

Furthermore,

rh+1A. = 0.

by i'r ,fT the <p- and ^-exponents
jr = ./'r+i,

of A'T , we have

for r = 1, ■••,*—

1, and i* = ñ, /* = ./'..

D'k_l= Dk= Z»=<j X„C,*+i= Ci and
d—l

<l-\

d-1

]){.= riiAk « ThAl = Y. *J>'Ui = L x»^i+2 = Z x«Cs'i+i
s=0

«=0

if * > 1,

3=0

rf-1

Di; = Dd = ¿j \*D«+i = X0C2 + • • ■ + X,,_2Crf + Xrf_i(XoCi + • • • + X,¡_iCrf)
s=0

= X0C1+ • ■ • + X,j_2C¿_i + X<i_iCf

if k = 1.

Hence, condition 2 is satisfied with the same/(z).
Condition 3 is obvious
from (1.23), since Xo^O (that is, 2)'=2))
and since .4i', • • • , Ak are generators of S and the order of j A'* } is the same as the order of {A*}.
Theorem 3 implies that we obtain the same group if we perform an arbitrary cyclic permutation
on the set of exponents
[*i, Ji, • ■ • ; ik, jk\. Hence
the closed tp-v chain 6 is completely
determined
by the primitive cycle
[iiiji', • ' ' ; ¿¿7.7*]and characteristic
polynomial/(z).
They will be called the
invariants of S.
The structure
problem of finite dip -groups is completely settled, for the
case n = mp, im, p) = l, by the following fundamental
theorem:
Theorem

4. Let #(.%-) be an irreducible

divisor of xm — 1 in "¡ßfx], n=mp.

12
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im, p) = l. Under this assumption an indecomposable finite 9î*'-group S* is
either an open or a closed <p-Trchain. Conversely, every open or closed <p-ir chain
is indecomposable and SRI -isomorphic chains have necessarily the same invariants.
The proof of the theorem will require much space and is fairly independent
of the rest of the paper. Therefore we continue with the discussion of the
structure of the metabelian group ® and leave the proof of Theorem 4 to the
last two sections of the paper.
2. Our next step is to select the element H, which is supposed to satisfy

(2.1)

iv-

1)E = 0

according to equation (3) of the introduction.
We decompose a given H into the sum of its "projections"
«¿»-components of 31:

#=£#*,

upon the

7J* £ SI*.

(2.1) implies (<r—1)H* = 0 for every <p.Since x— 1 is relatively prime to every
<j>ix)^x — l, the projections i7* must vanish with the exception of those

which belong to <j>o
=x— 1.
Let SIÓ"1denote
the SIo0 projection
((<r— l)Slo') = 0) if
chains if (w, p) =p.

the p-primary component of SI belonging to <po,and £f(p)
of H. 2ÏO"'is either an ordinary p-primary abelian group
in, p) = l, or else the direct sum of open and closed <¡>o-tt
In the latter case

H

(p)

(j>)

= Hi

(p)

+ Hi

H-

where the elements i7r(p)denote the projections of Hip) into the single chaincomponents g?» of 2l£,). By (1.22) and (1.22*), H™ is a sum of elements of
the form

2a,A,+2(poß,As+'2iryaAe
HT

(2.2)

(p)
HT

or, since cpoH^ = 0,

= Y nyrsAr*
s

if Sr

is a closed chain,

i

= br<porAri +

and

(p\
¿_i iryrsAr,
£

In the last formula we have written ir for
basis element ^4ri of (5?0, and br to denote
that is, an integer which is supposed to
The form (2.2) for i7r(p)can be simplified
of 5=(1, 0) another representative
of the
we have by (1) and (4) of the introduction,

(0, E') = (1, A)* = (1, A)il, A)---

= (0, A + <tA-\-b

if (5r

is an open

chain.

the <£o-exponent of the first chain
a polynomial
modulo <po=<r— 1,
be non-negative
and less than p.
still further. If we choose instead
same coset in ®:5' = (1, .¡4), then

il, A) = in, A+ffA

<r*-*A+ H),

+ -.- + a^A)
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hence
<r" -

(2.3)

H'=-A

1

+ H = A' + H.

er — 1

Write A= Y,pA(p),¿'= Z^'(p).
o-" — 1

ffn — 1

A".p) =-A^

ffm — 1

=-AM

ff — 1

Since

¿(p>. ¿,(p)£2I<p>.We have

ffm — 1er—

ffm — 1

= ir-¿<p>.

1

o — 1

(<7m—l)/(<r —1).4* = 0 if <p7¿4>o,the operator

(<7m—l)/(<r —1) projects

A™ into A{0P).
Hence
,(p)

A

ffm -

1

= ir-A

(P)

i<f>0
+ l)m -

1

(p)

= t-A

ff — 1

«>o

= irim + Cm.i<f>o
+ • • • + <po )A * = irmA
since ir<po= 0 in 21o"'.Since im, p) = l, w2Icp)=3I(p) by Lemma
we can choose .4Cp) so that

,
1 in §1, hence

A''ip> = mAM = - H<»>

if in, p) = 1

A'(p) = TrmA^ = -J2

if in, p) = p.

and

^yT>A„
r,8

Substituting this into (2.3), we have by (2.2)
Hr

= br<po'Ari

if in, p) = p and Cr

is an open chain

and H'r(p) = 0 in every other case.
Thus we have the result that if the representative
5 of the coset a of SI'
in ® is suitably chosen, then Hiv) has the following form:

(2.4)

HlP) =T,br<t>oAri,
T

where we have the sum over open chains Qi£p)of Slo" and iT denotes the
0o-exponent of the first basis element ^4ri of E^.
This is still not the simplest form of Hlp). In deriving (2.4), we have
departed from a certain chain decomposition
of Sl^ and varied the representative S, hence, the element H itself. Now we want to keep 5 and H fixed,
and change the chain decomposition of 3lóP)appropriately
so that Hlp) shall
finally have its canonical form. Generally a group SI* possesses several different decompositions into open and closed chains and we have here the problem of finding these decompositions if a certain one is given. In particular we
are interested in knowing how to find an arbitrary open chain subroup of Si*
which is a direct summand of 31*,and which can be substituted
for one of the
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open chains occurring in the original decomposition
of 21*.
Now the proof of the fundamental
theorem in §§4 and 5 will require a
theory of substitutions
of one system of open chains for another one, in a
much more general form than is actually needed for our present purpose.
Therefore we anticipate
part of the theory, notably the definitions of left
dominance and left resultant and the trivial Corollary 1 of Theorem 8* in
§4. Suppose that the numeration
of the chains S,p) with nonvanishing
br in
(2.4) is chosen so that &[p)oèS(p)°è
■ ■ ■ (for the notations
see Definitions
5 and 7b in §4). Since the operators £ in Definition 7 are simply integers if
(¡>=<po, we can form the left resultant

eí(p)-*»-«.w|+*r«F,|+--and replace fèip) by E'iP) in the chain decomposition
of 2IOP)(Corollary
Theorem 8*). It is readily seen from the definition of the left resultant

1 or
that

<t>oAn = bi<poAu + b2(po~An+ ■ ■ ■ = H
This shows that with the new chain decomposition
term instead of a sum, unless every br = 0.
Theorem

5. II=Sn

(2.5)

we have in (2.4) a single

in its simplest form is either 0 or

H=Z<PÏA(1P)
p

where A["^ is the first chain basis element of an open (po-ir chain in 2foP\ a,nd ii
is the (po-exponent of A[ . The summation
involves one or several different
primes p.

If 21 is a given 9î-group and np denotes the number of different types
of open (po-T chains which occur in the decomposition
of %¡f\ then the number
of essentially different ways II can be chosen isJJ,, (1+«,,), where the product
is formed for all the occurring prime numbers p.
Theorems 4 and 5 enable us to construct all the groups ® which have the
property postulated
in the introduction.
Each @ is determined
by a certain
system [21, H] where 21 is an 9î-group and H is an element of 21 having the
form (2.5) of Theorem 5. The structure of 2Í can be formally characterised
in

the following way.
To each prime number p and to each modulo p irreducible divisor <j>of
x"— 1, we assign a set of numerical invariants
FPi<p) which is either a set of
positive integers h^hú
• • • if («, p) = 1, or a set of chain invariants
(and
characteristic
polynomials)
if (», p) —p. The chain invariants
and the coefficients of the characteristic
polynomials can assume any values that are consistent with the conditions set up in Definitions 1 and 2, and also the multiplicities of the different
types "of chains can be arbitrary.
Of course it is
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assumed that the total number of types appearing in the system fi of all the
sets FPi<p) is finite. Each system [Q, H] defines exactly one abstract group @,
and the only problem that remains to be settled is to find all the systems
equivalent
to a given one. Two systems
[ß, H] and [í2', H'] are called
equivalent if they determine isomorphic groups.
There are two factors which might conceivably
affect the system of invariants of ©: First, we can start from another generating
element ff" of
®/2I instead of <r, and secondly we may start from an altogether
different
abelian invariant subgroup 31' instead of 21.
The first change involves the replacing of a by
(2.6)

a' = ff",

(», n) = 1,

and the replacing of 9Î by 9?, the ring of polynomials
tioned in the introduction,
the 1-1 mapping
Y

arffr —> Y,

<**'"

=

X

ar<rur,

2

ar"'r

~> ]C

of a'. As already
o.rff'vr,

uv =

men-

1 (mod

n)

is an automormphism
of 9Î which induces an (3Î, SR)-automorphism
of 21. To
indicate this fact we shall write 31' instead of 31 whenever we consider it as an

jR-group.
The (/»-component of 31 is transformed
by (2.6) into the <pu-component of
Si'. </>u(x)is the irreducible polynomial which has f" as a root if f is a root of
0(D =0. For, suppose that </>„is defined by the last condition, then </>„(x")is

divisible by </>(x),
(2.7)

<j>uixu) = ßix)<pix)

where nix)

^ 0(c/>(x), p).

Hence, if 4>'i<r)A= 0, for some j, then also <piia')A =<plio-")A=0, that is, 3Í'
belongs to </>u(o-').
If in, p) = 1, then the only change in the structure
of 31* induced by the
transformation
(2.6) is the permutation
</>—></>„
of the "label indices" <j>.
If however (w, p) =p, and 31* is composed of <p-ir chains, then the chain
components themselves might be .affected.

Let i be the 0-exponent of the element 4£31*. By (2.7)
<t>Íiff')A= ¿iff)4iff)A

( -8)

*0,

¿: \ff')A= m'+v+vm = o,

hence the «//„-exponent of A is the same as its </>-exponent.
By the definition of ir we have
x(x)

xn — 1
=-=-=

xmv -

xm — 1

1

xm — 1

1 +

xm +

■■• +

hence
iriff)

=

1 +

<y'"+■■■

+

o-'^"-»

xm(p+1>,

16
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and
ir((7u)

=

1 +

ffum +

• • • +

<r*,*"<p-1) =

iriff)

since cr" = l. Hence
(2.9)

iriff') = ■'riff),

or

ir' = r,

the operator is invariant under the isomorphism 9î—>3Î.
Let (5 be an open (p-ir chain, Ai, ■ ■ • , Ak its chain basis elements,
[*'ii jiî • • • ; ik, jk] its invariants.
We shall prove that £' is an open <p„-7r'
chain with the same invariants. Write

(2.10)

A. = Ak,

A'T= ißiff)f,>rUAr

for r < k.

Since p(o-)^0 (<p, ir), Ar can be expressed from the above equation by A¡(Lemma 1 of §1), hence A{ , • • • , A¿ are generating elements of S'. We have

by (2.7), (2.9) and (2.10)
Cr = <pui<r )Ar = p <p p.
T\'

ir/

\

A>

Vr = TT iff )Ar

'»

Z»>ris

= IT p.

AT = p
^

Cr,

Sí>7t«

AT = p.

S«>rir

Ü, = p.

/

Cr+1 = C,+l.

This proves our assertion. It should be noted that the element H can be
brought to exactly the same form as it had before the substitution
(2.6).
If 6 is a closed chain with invariants [ii,ji; • • • ; ihjk] and characteristic
polynomial

/(z) = zd — Yt-o

r = l, • • • , k=dk,
invariant

we obtain

X„zs, then

again

defining

as in the previous

Ar

by

(2.10)

for

case that S' has the same

[ir, jr] as (5. On the other hand,
nt

«1.

I.

. I

L»*+l = (pu (ff )A,jc+l

Sl=rf+1»<

= p

(d-»)(i,.+-r-»t)_,_

C,k+1 = p

and Dk =iri*Ak =Dk.

By the condition 2 of Definition
= £;:¿X.CJ¡+1I hence £>/= TfsZl^.^d-'fiC'¡k+i, where

(2.11)

2 we have D.

f=*i+--+f».

Hence, if the characteristic

(2.12)

O.fc+l

polynomial

fiz) = zd - ¿

of (5 was

X.S-,

8-0

then that of (5' is
d-l

(2.12*)

/(a) = zd - X) p-^-^X.z*-

For the sake of simplicity we have written here X8 and p to denote the
corresponding elements of GFiph). Obviously in that correspondence
it does
not matter whether we consider X, and p as polynomials of <r modulo </>(o-),
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of <j' modulo <pu(o"').

3. We call two systems

[ß, H] and [ß', H'] similar if ß' is

derived from ß by:
1. performing the permutation
<p—x/>„
on the label indices <f>,and
2. transforming the characteristic polynomials of each closed chain simul-

taneously by means of (2.12)—>(2.12*) where p is defined by (2.7) and i by
(2.11).
The form (2.5) of i?is the same in both systems.
With this definition, we can summarise the above result as follows.

Theorem

6. Similar

systems [ß, H] are equivalent.

Corresponding
to the <ï>(«) transformations
(2.6) (3>(ra) denotes the Euler
function) there are generally <!>(») similar ones to an arbitrary
[ß, H]. Of
course, not all the transforms of [ß, H] need to be different. For example, all
the ^(ra) transforms
are identical if FPi<j>) is vacuous for <p5¿<poand FPi<po)
does not involve any closed chains for any p.
Now we turn to the last remaining problem and assume that © contains
more than one abelian invariant subgroup with the postulated
properties.
The quaternion
group is the simplest example to show that this case can
actually occur. We may avoid such ambiguous representations
of ® if we
find a procedure by which to select one of the Si's in a well-defined manner,
and exclude all the rest by suitable restrictions on the system [ß, II]. The
problem does not present any serious difficulties since the explicit form of ®
readily allows us to find any abelian invariant subgroup with cyclic quotient
group. I shall only summarize the result, without going into details.
The following definition and theorem will show which of the possible sys-

tems [ß, H] shall be eliminated.
Definition
4. We say that a system of invariants [ß, H] is not admissible
if it satisfies at least one of the following conditions I or II:
I. There is a prime divisor p of n, n=mpk, k>l,
im, p) = l such that
every <pfor which FPi<p) is not vacuous is a divisor of xmp— 1.
II. There is a prime divisor p of n, n = mp, im, p) = 1 such that:
1. Every <p for which FPi<p) is not vacuous is a divisor of xm—l.
2. Every <p-ir chain occurring in FPi<p) is an open chain of the type [l, j]
with the possible exception of a single <po-irchain belonging to FPi4>o) which
has one of the following types:
a. A closed chain with a single basis element and invariants
[l, ji],

/(z)=z-X,
b.
c.
3.
of the

(X, p) = l.

An open chain
An open chain
In the last two
type [l,jt] in

Theorem

with a single basis element and invariants
[2, ji].
with two basis elements and invariants
[l, jo; 1, Jij.
cases b and c, Hip) is the basis element of an open chain
FPi<po)with jt&jt.

7. If ® Aas two or more abelian invariant

subgroups to which non-
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then there is exactly one among the sys-

Hence, if we agree to exclude all the nonadmissible
systems [ß, H], the
remaining admissible systems are, apart from similarity, uniquely associated

with ®.
It can be readily shown that if 31 is nonmaximal,
that is, if there is
another abelian invariant subgroup 31' with the postulated
properties which
contains 31 as a proper subgroup, then the system [ß, H] associated with 3Í
satisfies either condition I of Definition 4, or condition II with the restriction that only open chains of the type [l,j] occur in FPi<j>) (and no exceptional types 2a, b, c). Hence, if the system associated
with Si is admissible
then 21is certainly maximal.
3. In this section we shall consider problems of somewhat special character which will complement
and illuminate the foregoing theory. Most of
the results will be stated without proof; a rigourous proof can be easily established in each case.
Let us suppose first that n is relatively prime to the order of 21. Then each
Fpi<p) consists of a set of positive integers h—hS. • • • and 2I*0 as an abstract
group is the direct sum of h isomorphic subgroups (A = degree of </>),each being
of the type (ph, pl2, • ■ • ). The only choice for H is H=0.
As an interesting application
let us determine all the solvable groups ®
which have the property that the normaliser of every element different from
the unit is abelian. This problem was raised by L. Weisner [16] who proved
that every solvable group ® with the above property (I will call it a Weisner
group) has an abelian invariant subgroup 21such that ®/2I is cyclic. Moreover,
he showed that if 21 is a maximal abelian invariant subgroup, then the order
n of ®/2i is relatively prime to the order of 21. Not all such groups, however,
have the above-mentioned
property.
A simple argument
shows that the
necessary and sufficient condition for ® to be a Weisner group is that every
<pfor which FPi<p) is not vacuous shall not be a divisor of any xm — 1, where
m is a proper divisor of n. This implies that </>must have for its root a primitive
wth root of unity, and the degree A of cp is the exponent to which p belongs
modulo n. 2l(p) as an abstract group is the direct sum of A isomorphic subgroups.
To obtain an arbitrary
Weisner group, we have to take an abstract
abelian group of order pd which is characterised
by the partition
d = Xi
+ 2x2+ • • • +dxd, and assign to each member of the partition
a certain <p.
Since there are k=<pin)/h different polynomials having a primitive nth root
of unity for its root, the distribution
of the </>'samong the members of the
above partition
can be performed
in Ck+Xl-i,Xi C*+a,_i,», • • • Ck+Xd-i,xd different ways. Finally, since by Theorem 6 there are at most <f>(«) groups isomorphic to a given group obtained by this construction,
the total number of
Weisner groups of order «Up**** (M>P*) = "i, hi the exponent to which pi be-
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Cki+idi-i, xa)), to sum for every partition
d,=xx+
2x2+ ■ • ■ +¿¿x<¡(.
Another, somewhat similar problem was considered recently by L. Rédei
[il ] who determined all the solvable groups which themselves are non-abelian
but all their proper subgroups are abelian. If 21 is a maximal invariant subgroup of such a group ®, then 31 is abelian and ®/3í is of prime order p. It
can be easily shown that the order of 31 is pkqk, h = 0, k = 0, q prime.
If k = 0, that is, ® is a p-group, then A>1 and ß consists of a single set
Fpi<po). The following admissible systems will represent
Rédei groups: (a)
FPi<po) has a single open (pa-ir chain of the type [l,ji; l,ji\,ji+J2
= h — l, and
if = .4i( = the first basis element of the chain), (b) FPi<po) has a single open

chain of the type

[2, h —l] and H=0

or II = <poA. (c) FPi<po) has two open

chains d: [2, ji], 62: [l, ji], jt<Ju ji+jfh—l
and H=A2 ( = the basis
element of £2). There are altogether (A-2) +2+ [(A-2)/2] = A-1+ [A/2]
groups of this type, in accordance with Rédei's results.
If k>0 and [ß, H] represents a Rédei group, then ß= \FPi<po), F„i<p) \,
where FQi<f>)contains a single invariant
1=1, and FPi<po) is either vacuous
(if A = 0) or has an open <po-irchain 6 of the type [l, A]. In the first case
H=0, in the second case 77 = the basis element of S. <p ls an arbitrary
irreducible divisor of degree k of xp — 1, hence k is the exponent to which o
belongs modulo p. Since the system ß belonging to different <p's are evidently similar, there is exactly one group of this type to every given p, q and
h. Of course, if A happens to be the exponent to which p belongs modulo q,
then there is a second Rédei group of the same order phqk. This also confirms

Rédei's result.
Let us consider now the case when n is squarefree
abelian invariant subgroup. The central S of @ consists

and 31 is a maximal
of all the elements of

21satisfying (<r—I)A =0. Hence, S is a subgroup of 2lo= ^ffi2i0p) formed by
the elements with <p0-exponent 0. If Ê is a closed (po-ir chain, then ,3P\ß
= iKS. If 6 is an open (po-ir chain and Ai is its first basis element with <p0-

exponenti,

then ,3Pi6= \(p0Ai, irg} . If (n, p) = l, then Sw = 3r\nip) = 3l0p>,

3 = 0 if and only if 3f0= 0.
The commutator
subgroup $ of ® consists of all the elements of (o-—1)21.
Hence, 2= ]£***0©2I*ffi Yp ©^oSIÓ'". By means of the chain representation of 3(o, it is easy to verify the validity of the following relation :

äs ä/3.
I owe this relation to H. F. Tuan, who proved it for the case that © is a
non-abelian p-group and 21 is an abelian subgroup of index p.
For the rest of this section we shall consider groups of this latter type
only, that is, we shall assume that 21 is a p-group with index p in ®. The
most important simplification in this case is that </>(x)is necessarily a divisor
of x —1, hence </>=(po=ff — 1 and ß consists of a single set FPi(po). There is no
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3 and p = u in (2.7), which simpli-

(2.12)—»(2.12*). If p = 2, then p.= u = l,

hence FPi4>o) has no transforms other than itself. Condition I in Definition
4 is meaningless now and condition II.1 is automatically
satisfied.
The commutator subgroup is simply Ä =<po3I, and the lower central series
is ©, poSI, </>o2l,• • • . Hence, the class of © is c=i+l,
where * is the maximum
of (po-exponents of the elements in St. If c<p, that is, i<p — 1, then © is
regular (see [5]). It can be shown that, conversely, if there is an element in
21 with (po-exponent not less than p— 1, then © is not regular. In the regular
case we have by (1.18) ir = p, hence the operator it is simply a multiplication
by p. Now we see more clearly why we had to introduce the operator ir in
§1; it replaces p in the nonregular case. The introduction
of ir accounts for
the remarkable
fact that no exceptional treatment
was necessary for nonregular groups (notably for 2-groups) during any phase of our work.
Suppose now that the order of 31 is p", then Fp((po) contains either a single
closed chain of the type [l, c — l],/(z) =z— X, (X in GFip)), or a single open
chain of the type [l, c]. In the first case H=0, and the transforms
(2.12*) of
/(z) are/(z) = z-z/c_1X,v=l, • ■ ■ , p — 1, which give p —l/(c—1, p— 1) similar
systems to each FPi(po). Hence there are exactly (c— 1, p — 1) different groups
of this kind. In the second case we have either H=0 or H=(pe0~1Ai, which
gives two additional groups. This confirms a recent result of A. Wiman [17].
For a given finite n it is easy to enumerate the possible types of open and
closed </>o-7T
chains of order pm, m—n, hence to determine the number of
different groups of order pn+1 which have abelian subgroups of order p".
One can, for example, easily verify the known result [2] that for m = 4 the

number of different groups is 37 if p = 2, p+39 if p>2, pfél (mod 3) and
p+41 if p=l (mod 3). For « = 5 the following values are obtained: 119 if

p = 2, 137 if p = 3, 4p + 137 if p=l, 4p + 127 if p = 5, 4p + 135 if p=7, and
4p + 125 if p=ll (mod 12).
Generally, let Nip) denote the number of different groups of order p"+1
which have an abelian subgroup of order pn. For a fixed n, iVn(p) can be expressed as a polynomial of p, the degree of the polynomial and its coefficients
being dependent on n. The coefficients also depend on the class of residues
modulo in —1)\ to which p belongs. It can be shown that if m= [n/2], then
the degree of N„ip) is m — 1 and the coefficient of pm-1 is 1 if » is even, 4 if
n is odd. The above examples (for m = 2) serve to illustrate this rule. The
lower coefficients cannot be given explicitly, since they depend on complicated partition functions of n. Nevertheless,
the former rule determines at
least asymptotically
the behaviour of Nnip) for fixed n and large primes p.
It is more difficult to find an asymptotic
formula for fixed p and large

exponents n. A lower bound can be obtained by considering only such groups
in which SI has no other chains but open ones. It is easy to verify by induction
that the number

of different

types of open chains of order pm is 2m~1. Hence,
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the number of different groups of order pn+1 whose 21is a single open chain is
2" (since H can be chosen in exactly two different ways).
Generally Mn, the number of different groups whose 21 consists of open
chains only, is independent
of p. Of course, the above value Mn = 2n can be
improved considerably if we allow for partitions into the sum of open chains.
Straightforward
combinatorial analysis shows that the total number of these
partitions is

(3.1)

e. = £Ûçw-M.«
t=l

where the summation
n. Hence,

runs over the unrestricted

2Qn^Mn^nQn,

where the factors

partitions

2 and n express

n= Y"-i

ix* of

the fact that

H

can always be chosen in at least 2 and at most n different ways.

It follows easily from (3.1) that
2"£ç*(w)/2*
k

< Qn < 2»£pjt(«)/2*
k

where p*(») is the number of partitions of n into exactly A summands, and
qkin) is the number of partitions of n into A unequal summands.
It follows
from a result of P. Erdös [4] that X.5*(M)/2*><a
for sufficiently large n
where Ci is any positive constant less than exp (ir(l/3)1/2 —2(3)1/2 (log2)2/?r)
= 3.61 • • • . Hence, Mn>2nc\
for sufficiently large n. This rough estimate
is especially favourable for p = 2. It can be shown that if p = 2, then the total
number of partitions into the direct sum of open and closed chains is less than
2"P(w), where Pin) is the total number of unrestricted
partitions of n. Hence,
2nc\ <Nni2)<2nc\
for sufficiently
large n, where e2 is any constant
greater than exp (ir(2/3)1'2) = 13.0 • • • by the well known formula of HardyRamanujan.
Note added in proof: I am able to prove now log ( 2Ztg*(w)/2*)
SÉ i2a log (3/2) + log 3)(1/2+a)-1'2»1/2
where
a = (log (3/2))-2/0log3/2
(x/(ex— l))dx = 2.22 • • ■ . This improves the constant ci to 5.80 • • • . This
result will be published elsewhere.
4. Proof of the fundamental theorem. When formulating Theorem 4, we
assumed that the operator ring 8Î* is a homomorphic
image of 9î*,„[x]
= ^ß[x]/(x" —1, <p'(x), pl) where n = mp, im, p) = l and <p(x) is an irreducible
divisor of xm—1 in $[x]. 9î*,„[x] is a finite, completely primary ring (in the
terminology of Jacobson [7, p. 57]) for every n, even if n = mpk with A>1,
since the quotient ring of the nil-ideal r = (<p(x), p) is a field. Unfortunately
Theorem 4 cannot be formulated
so that it will hold for every 9î* which is
the homomorphic image of an arbitrary 3î*,n [x]. Nevertheless, the assumption
A= l is by no means essential for the validity of the fundamental
theorem,
and it can be replaced by the following, much weaker one:
We suppose that 8î* is the homomorphic
image of 8t*,i = 'i|3[x]/(<pi(x), p',
p<p(x) —</>2(x)0(x)), where 0(x) is an arbitrarily given polynomial.
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The case k = l is obviously
included
here as the special case 0(x)
= (<p(x))p_27(x), where 7(x) is the polynomial
defined by (1.18). Since <p{(x)
= 0 (mod 5R*,») and p<p(x) =</>2(x)0(x) (mod 9?*,«), we can normalise 0(x) by
reducing it to the <p-adic form

0(a) = voix) + ijiix)(f>ix) + • • • + vi-KP^ix)
where r;o, Vi, ' ' ' are polynomials
of degree less than A and non-negative
coefficients less than p.
Let ff be the operator corresponding
to x, then dropping again the variable
<r, we have

(4.1)

<?''•= 0,

p< = 0,

p<p= dp-.

Hence, writing

(4.2)

ir = p-6(p,

we have

(4.3)
(4.4)

ir(p = 0,
r' = pTT>~1= ■ ■ ■ = p'-V,

This implies 7rm = 7rp' = 0, hence Theorem
operators,
and the nil-ideal of 9Î* =9t*lir is

(4.5)

P' = ir' + d>(t>>

for j = 1.

2 holds: <pand ir are nilpotent

t = i4>,p) = i<t>,ir).

We can define now open and closed (p-ir chains for the generalized
operator it in close analogy to Definitions 1 and 2 in §1. In fact, we can retain these
definitions wholly unchanged since the particular
fo -m of the operator ir had
no particular importance there, the only essential point being the validity of
Theorem 2 and equation (4.3). Naturally, when calculating the sum of expressions (1.22) or (1.22*), we have to use now equation (4.4) instead of (1.20).
For the rest of the paper we shall keep </>and ir fixed and suppose that every

group 2Í, 6, • • • is an $K^-group.
Theorem
4. Every finite '¡R'^-group is the direct sum of open and closed
(p-ir chains. Every open or closed (p-ir chain is indecomposable, and two chains
are 9i* ^-isomorphic only if they possess the same set of invariants.
As a preliminary step in the proof of Theorem 4, we shall develop in this
section the "linear algebra" of open chains(3) which was indicated in §2.
The open chains (5j, • • • , (5* are called independent
if

(£rn

{<£,, • • • ,&r-i\

= {0}

(3) Since <¡>and 7r are fixed, thsre is no fear of confusion
are simply called open and closed chains.

forr
if open and

= 2, • • • , k.
closed <#>-?rchains
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Definition
5. Let Si and S2 be open chains, their invariants
[ii.i,ji,i',
• • ■ ; ii.i, ji.i] and ¡Í2.i, ji.i; • • • ; ij,», j2,m] respectively.
We say that Si
is left dominant over S2,

Si°>S2,
if either

the first nonzero

term of the sequence

ii.r — il.r,

jl.r

~ ji.r,

T =

is positive, or all the terms are 0 and l>m.
Similarly Si is said to be right dominant

1, 2, ■ • ■ , min

[l, m],

over S2,

S2 <°Si,
if either the first nonvanishing
Ji,m-r

term of the sequence

— jl.l-r,

U.l—f

— 22,771-7-7

r =

0,

1, ■ ■ ■ ,

is positive, or all the terms are 0 and l>m.
If, in either case, all the terms vanish and l = m, then the two chains
are isomorphic,
Si=S2. The definition is obviously transitive:
if Si°=S2,
S2° = S3, then Si° = S3 and similarly for the right dominance.
It is also clear
that the definition of left and right dominance applies to types of open chains.
Definition
6. Let Aa, a = l, ■ ■ ■ , I, be the chain basis elements of the
open chain S, ia,ja the chain exponents of Aa. Write

Qa = w'-Aa = (¿>'«+i.40+i

for a = 1, ■ ■ ■ , I -

1,

Qo = f'-'ii

if ii > 1,

Qi = ir'r'At

iijt > 1.

(If ii = 1 or ji = 1 then Qo, Qi are not defined.)
Write
S" = \Ai, ■■■ ,A„)

S°= [Qo]
S'=

{Alt ■■■,Ai\ =S

aS = [Aa+i, ■ ■ ■ , Ai]

fora = 1, •■•,/-

iiii>

1,

1,

if yi > 1,
for a■= 1, • • • , I - 1,

°S = {Ax, ■■■,Ai\ =d

ifii>

1,

"6-ie»}

ifyi> i.

We shall call S" the left chain and °S the right chain associated with Qa.
Suppose that 21 is the direct sum of open chains. We are going to define
now certain open chain subgroups of 21 which will turn out to be direct summands of 21. This will enable us to obtain new chain decompositions
for 21.
In the following the letters £, r¡, f, r shall denote operators
reduced
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modulo (<p,ir), that is, ^-polynomials of degree less than A and non-negative
coefficients less than p.
Let S be an open chain, Aa, a = 1, • • • , /, its chain basis. Then we denote
by £ ■S the open chain with the basis elements ¡;A„, a = l, • ■ ■ , I. It is to be
noted that £ •S is not quite the same as £S, since the former refers to a definite

basis of S. Clearly, if |=^0 then £-S^£S=^S.
Definition
7. Let Si, S2 be independent
open chains, their chain basis
elements Ai,\, • • • , ^4i,z and ^42,i, • • • , Ai,m respectively,
their invariants
denoted as in Definition 5.
a. Suppose that Si=S2 hence l = m. Then we define the resultant S = £i-Si
| +|^2-S2, £1^0 of £i-Si and £2S2 as the subgroup generated by the elements
Ba = £iAi,a+¡;iA2,a, a = l, • • • , I. Clearly, the elements Ba form a basis of
an open chain which is isomorphic to Si.
b. Suppose that Si°>S2 and let the the greatest index such that ii.a = ii,a,
ji.a=ji.a
for every a<t. We define the left resultant S = £i-Si|+£2-S2,
fi^O of
£i-Si and £2S2 as the open chain with the following chain basis elements:

The elements

Ba = Mi.« + í'''*-"'*^!,«

for a St,

Ba = £i4i.<>

for a > t.

Ba generate

an open chain which is isomorphic

to Si. For

(p^'Ba = 0i«.-fi4i.. + <Ph-°t2Ai.a
= fiCi.« + £A,„
= ^''••Mu = fid,«

(if a = t)
(ifa>¿),

ir"-'Ba = ir».«?iii,« + i^'Mu

(if a < t)

= irh'°£iAi,a

= fi/>l,. + hDi.a

= {,iDi,a

(if a > t)

= «rft-<£i4i,i + irh-'4>h-irh<2A2.t = Si-Di.«

(if a = t).

Only this last formula needs some elaboration.
By the definition of left
dominance, if A2,t exists then either tj,t>*j,i or Í2.t = ii,t, ji,t>ji,tIn both
cases 7r".,</)»''-".'£2^l2,i = 0.

The chain conditions 1-3 of Definition 1 can easily be verified by means
of the above equations and the assumption SiHS2= {0}.
c. Suppose that S2<°Si, then we define the right resultant S = £i-Si + |£2
•S2, £1r^O, as the open chain with the following basis elements:
Bi-a = Mi.i-a

+ jrfe.«-»-'u-»M2,»,-a

for a ^t,

Bi_„ = Mi,«-,,
Here, t is the greatest

for a > t.

integer such that

»1,1-0 =

î2,77i-o,

ji.i-a

= ji,m-a

for

every

a < t.

Again, the elements Bi-a generate an open chain which is isomorphic to Si.
d. Let -¡4i,a, Ai,b be chain basis elements of Si, S2 which are either supposed
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with Qí,„, Q2,6 (Definition
ponents

chains
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associated

6) and write ïi,„, Jítmt h.b, J2,b for the (p- and 7r-ex-

inot the chain exponents)

of Ai,a and ^42,6-Suppose

further

that one

of the following conditions I—III is satisfied:
I.

II.
III.

Ï2,b < h,a,

ji.b < Jl,o,

°Sl°>

ti.b < h,a,

6S2,

«Sl°>lS2,

ji.b = Jl.a,

ji.b > jl.a.

Then we define the inner resultant S = £i-Si \a+b\
chain generated by the following basis elements:
In case I: Br = %iAi,T for r^a,

£2^2, £i 5^0, as the open

50 = £1^41,a+£2^2,6-

In cases II and III: Br = %iA\,r for r<a, Ba = ^iA-i,a+irn-b~iha^2A2.b,
Ba+r = £iAi,a+r+(p~i.»+r-~'i.°+T%iAi,b+i for 0<rSt,
Ba+T = iiAi,a+r for r>l, where
t is the greatest integer such that i"i,a+«=í2,&+«, ji,a+ê=ji,b+s for every 0<s<t.
It is easily seen, as under b, that the Br generate an open chain which is
isomorphic to Sj. It can happen that Si and S2 possess several pairs of indices
a, b satisfying I, II or III, then a certain resultant belongs to each of these
pairs.
The definition of the inner resultant includes the definition of the left and
right resultants
as special cases if we admit aSi==6S2 in II and III, and
Î2,6=ïi,ofora = è = l in I and II. Occasionally when forming general resultants,
we shall use the notion | +1 in this broader sense, to denote both left, right
and inner resultants.
In each of the above defined resultants there was a principal term £i-Si
with £1^0, and the resultant was isomorphic to the principal component Si.
We can easily generalize the definitions to any number of independent chain
components Si, • • • , St, whereby £1 Si is the principal term, and each Sr can
occur several times depending on the pair of indices a, b. The resultant is
formed by successively adding the new term to the resultant of the former
ones. Hence, after each step the resultant remains isomorphic to the principal component Si. It is readily seen that it does not matter in what order
we add the terms to £i-Si. If the numeration of the chains is chosen so that
Si= ■ • • =Sí, then the resultant
can be written in the form

S = E I + IWM+ I Z Z I a+b\vs;*.b&.
r=l

8=1

a ,b

where the sign | +| includes left and right resultants
as well. The second
summation runs through such indices a, b only which satisfy the conditions

of Definition 7d.
The resultant

S is a direct summand

of 21= Si©

• • • ©S*. More generally,

the following theorem holds:
Theorem

8. Suppose

that Si, • • • , S* are independent

open chains,
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31= Si© • • • ©S*. Write
k

(4.6)

sr'=

£

| +|f„-S.|

+|

£E|.+.Ur«„.-Œh

Ea^ffií0

<=1 a, b

r = 1, ■ ■ • , k, £r,„0 j¿ 0,

where £Mo-SSois the principal
term and the second summation
runs through
only such indices which are consistent with Definition 7. Then a necessary and
sufficient condition for

(4.7)

2( = Siffi • • • ©Si

is that

(4.8)

det | {„ | fá Oí>, ir).

We shall prove the theorem
Theorem
8*.
Conversely, (4.7)
chains occurring
same types in the

in the following

weaker form:

Under the assymption
(4.6), det |£rs| ^0(<£, ir) implies (4.7).
implies (4.6) if we assume that the multiplicity of the types of
in the decomposition
(4.7) is equal to the multiplicity
of the
original decomposition.

Theorem 8* is equivalent
to Theorem 8 if the fundamental
theorem is
assumed. We agree therefore that only the second, weaker form of Theorem 8
will be used for the proof of Theorem 4.
Proof. Suppose first that (4.8) holds. Let us arrange Si, • • -, Si into types
$i, ft2, • • • , each type ft„ consisting of a class of isomorphic chains. SrGft.

shall denote that Sr has the type ft». All the chains S„ with £„5^0 in (4.6)
have the same type

ft,,, and S/ G ft«. Let us choose the numeration

of the

chains S, and S/ so that if u <v and SrG ft«, S„ G ft, or S/ G ft«, S,' G ft«, then
r<s. It then follows from (4.8) that the matrix |£rs| is completely
reduced
along the diagonal to square matrix elements |£r»|«, each |£r»|« belonging to
a certain class ftM, and

(4.9)

det |£rs|„^0(</>,

t).

This implies that the number of chains S/ G ft« is the same as the number
of chains S.Gftu, hence the additional assumption in Theorem 8* is certainly
valid if (4.8) holds. Therefore, to prove (4.7) it is sufficient to show that
Si', • • • , Si are independent,
that is,
k

(4.10)

eb,

= o,

¿lgs;

r=l

is impossible unless Br = 0 for r = 1, • • • , A.
Suppose that we have a relation (4.10) with not every Br = 0. Suppose
further that some of the nonzero elements Br have positive (p- (or ir-) ex-
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of Br^O.

(4.10) by</>'iorir'), we have

k

(4.11)

]££,

= 0,

£rGSr,

<t>Er= 0,

irEr = 0

forr-1,

•••,*

r=l

with at least one Er^O.

We shall show that

(4.11) is impossible

unless £r = 0

for r= 1, • • • , k.
An element

EGS.,

satisfying

(4.12)

(pE = 0, irE = 0 has obviously

the form

£=Zpnft»
a

(called subsequently
the Q-representation
of E), where Qsa is the ath Q-element of S» in Definition 6. Every Q-element of S/ , Q'a say, can be expressed
as a sum of expressions (4.12). In order to prove that (4.11) is impossible
unless every £r = 0, we have to show that, conversely,
every Qsa can be expressed by means of the elements Q'b.
We assign to each Qsa a positive integer osa, called the index of Qsa, with

the following property:
Let S", "S. be the left and right chains associated
with Qsa, and S?, 6Si
the chains associated with Qt0. Then we put osa>otb if either SI'<0S", or S*=S",

0S8°>6S<. If both Sf^S? and fcS«^aS„ that is, SS^S, and a = b, then we put
oso = o«,.

Since the definition is transitive and there are altogether
a finite number
of indices, it is possible to determine
the integers osa so as to satisfy the
above condition. We can even choose them so that Qia with the lowest index
shall have the index 1, and the rest of the indices shall be consecutive numbers.
To prove that every Qm has a (^'-representation,
we shall emplo}' induction
with respect to the index of Qsa. It follows immediately
from the definition of
the left, right and inner resultants
that the index of every Q„a occurring with
nonzero coefficient in the ()_rePresent.ation
0f Q'rb¡n (4.6) is lower or equal
to the index of Qaob(SSo being the principal component
in (4.6)). Equality o,„
= osoo= 0rb is valid only if Ss itself is a principal component.

We obtain from (4.6), if ftM is the type of Sr' :

(4.13)

Q'b=

Z

Hr*>Q.-b
+ Qrb

where Qrb is a sum of Q-terms with indices <oTbThe matrix
|£r«|u is nonsingular
by (4.9) hence
modulo i(p,ir). From (4.13) we obtain
¿Li hrQrb =
r

2_J ¡¡srirs'Qt' b +
r.B'

has

an

inverse

|£rs|u

¿^ hrQrb = Qsb + ¿^ ¡isrQrbr

Hence, each Qib with S„G ftu can be expressed

r

by means of the Q'b and Q-terms
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whose indices are less than os&. The latter have (^'-representations
by the
induction
hypothesis,
provided
that Qsb has one if os¡,= l. But 0,6 = 1 implies
Qrb = 0, that is, Qeb= ^r LrQ'i,, which is the required (^'-representation.
To prove the converse of the theorem, suppose that det |£r»| =0i(p,ir);
we shall show that Si, • • • , St are not independent, that is, (4.11) holds with
Er^0
for some r. Because of the additional
assumption
in Theorem 8*,
|£rs[ is again reduced along the diagonal to square matrix elements
|£r«|«,
and det | £rs|« = 0 (<£,ir) for at least one u. Let QToa have the smallest possible
index among all those (^-elements which belong to chains S«Gftu with
det |£,.|u = 0 (0, it). Without
loss of generality
we may assume that Sro be-

longs to the class fti,
(4.14)

det |£r,|i=.0(4>,

ir)

and Si, • • • , Sz, Sí*, • • • , S¡' are the chains having the type fti. (4.14)
implies that

(4.15)

Z l««r » 0(0, ir),

s = 1, ■• ■, I,

-=1

has a solution

not identically

=0 (0, ir).

We have, as in (4.13)
1

(4. 16)

Q'ra= E í«e« + Qra,

f = 1, • • • , /,

«=1

where the Q-representation

of Qra involves

indices

Er = arQ'a for r = l, • • • , I; then

less than

osa. Write

only such Q-elements

least one Er¿¿0. From (4.15) and (4.16) we obtain Ei+
— S»-.» oir^rsQsa+

(4.17)

£r

o¿rQra=

2Zr=i

<*rQra. We

can

write

• ■ ■ +Et=
this

which have

-ErGS/
last

and

at

^2r-iOc,Q'a
sum

as

TtßtbQa
t.b

where o¡0<oroa = o](I for every term with ßa^Q. All we have to prove is that
(4.17) is a sum of elements £r'GS/
with r'>l.
If oio = l, then (4.17) is vacuous and there is nothing to prove. Suppose
therefore oi„>l.
From the definition
of Qr<¡ait follows that if o«,<oia and
S¡G ft«, then det |£,¿>|ujzi0 (</>,tt). Thus, it follows by the same argument
that was employed at the proof of the first half of the theorem that Qa, has
a (^'-representation.
Moreover the proof shows that every Q'-element in this
representation
belongs to a S'' which is not in fti, hence r'>l.
The following corollaries are easy consequences
of Theorem 8*:

Corollary
1. Suppose that 21= Si © • • • ©St, and Si° = Sr, r = 2, • • ■ , k.
Write <i{ =£i-Si|+£2-S2|+
• • • |+£*-St, £i?¿0 and Sr' =Sr for r = 2, • • • , k,
then'ñ = ($.{® ■ • ■ @C¿.
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r and we put Si =£i-Si+|

• ■•

+ |£t-St.
Corollary

2. Suppose that 2I= Si© • • • ©St, Si=S2=

• • • ^St-

Write

(5/= Eï-il +|£r.-Ss, r-1, • • -, k, det |£„| ¿0 (0, *). Then2l= S,' © • • •
©St'.
Theorem

9. Suppose that 21Aas two different decompositions into the direct

sum of open chains:

21= Si © • • • © St = SÍ © • • • © St,

<5rS <5,'/«• t » 1, • • • , *.

arco*wrî'/e (wz/A ¿Aesarae notations as before)

(4.18)

Qr'.= EÉr.:«G<»1.6

TAeM£ro;,6^o o»ïy »y s;a °^s?, °s1=° s;.
Proof.

The elements
c(r~)

of Sr can be written
c(r)

»to—1

c(r)

(4.19) C = E Mr. + E E W¿r.
a=l

An arbitrary
the

representation

+ Eá-)i Eí-V

in the $-7r-adic form

a=»l

jra—1

í=l

a*=l

i=*l

.¡4G3I is a sum of expressions
(4.19)

of A.

For

e(r)—1

+ Z Z TafTT^ra
+ E ^0™.
e>0

a«=l

(4.19); this shall be called

we

have

(peC= Eâ-'i

^aAra

Vatfpt+eAra,which shows that A=4>eB has a solution 5G3I

only if each term in the representation
(4.19) of A has the form (peT. It is
also seen that if a term (p'T appears in the representation
(4.19) of A, then
the term T occurs in the representation
(4.19) of B. The same holds true for

the solutions B' of A =ir'B'.
Suppose
now that a>l,
b>l,
and ^ra-tb^O in (4.18). Since iriraA'ra = Q'a,
iriraB = Qtb has a solution
5G2I,
hence jtb^j'a
and ^ra;t¡,ir''b~iraAtb appears
as a

term in the representation
(4.19) of A'a. The 0-exponent
of this term (like
the ¡^-exponent of any other term in the representation
(4.19) of A'Ta) is not
greater than iL, hence if ja,=j'ra then itb&',a- Thus we have either ja, >j'a, or
jtb=jra,

third

iib<i'a,

case

the

or jtb = j'ra, itb = i'a- In the

representation

èra;tb(pia,Atb = ^ra;tbQt,b-i,

that

(4.19)

first

two

cases

of Q'A-i=(pÍTaA'a

is, £r,a-i;«,!.-i

= £ro;i6^0,

and

6S¡ = 0°Sr',

in the

involves

the

term

we can

repeat

the

whole argument which is also valid, with a slight modification, if a = 1 or o = 1.
Finally we obtain 0St<°aSr'.
The other relation S? °^S? is obtained
in a
similar manner.
In the rest of this section we shall state a number of lemmas which will
be needed for the proof of Theorem 4.
An 9?£j)r-group is called simple if it has no 9î^,-admissible
subgroups

besides {o}.
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3(o5= {0} is generated by a single element

310satisfying
(4.20)

<Mo = 0,

irAo = 0,

and conversely. As an abstract group, SIo ii of the type (p, • ■ • , p) and its order
is ph.

For, Slocertainly has an element SIowith property (4.18) and this generates
2io since the latter is simple. Conversely,
if .4o is a generator of SIo satisfying

(4.20) and X^o^O, then X^0 (0, p) by (4.5), hence by Lemma 1 of §1, Síois
generated

by X.4o, that

is, SIo is simple.

Lemma 3. If 21satisfies 021= 0, ir2l = 0, then 21is the direct sum of simple subgroups.
This
p-groups

is a corollary of the corresponding
theorem on ordinary
abelian
which have no elements of order greater than p, and it can be proved

similarly.
The following

two subgroups

are characteristic

subgroups

of an arbitrary

21:

© = SD(80= *» H *»,

§ = &(2l)= ttSI+ 031.

ÜDis a group of the type in Lemma 3. If S is a chain, then £>(S) ¡s identical
with the subgroup©
in Definitions 1 and 2.
§ is the common part of all the (admissible)
subgroups
with simple
quotient groups in SI, hence it is the principal subgroup of SI.

Lemma 4. iTheorem of Burnside). 1. 2l/£=

{^4,*}® • • • ®[A*]

is a coset modulo § and each {A*\ is simple.
2. Let Ai, ■ ■ ■ , Ak be arbitrary representatives

where A*

of the cosets A* in 21, then

21= {A1, • • • , Ak\. Ai, • • • , Ak is a minimal basis of A, that is, every set of
generating

elements of 21 contains

a complete set of representatives

of a basis of

2I/§.
The first part of the lemma is a trivial consequence
of Lemma 3. The
second part is a straightforward
generalization
of Burnside's
well known
theorem. Nevertheless,
a direct proof might be of some interest.
It is sufficient
to prove that A-¡, • • • , Ak generate
§. Write A'

= [Ai, • ■ ■ , Ak\ and suppose that there is a CoG€>, C G2I'. We have
Co=0Ci+7rC2,
hence either (pCi or 7rC2 is not an element of 21'. We may suppose without loss of generality that </>GG2I'. Let A* be a coset modulo 21/21'
which has the greatest possible «^-exponent, and A a representative
of A* in
21. We have seen that this 0-exponent
is greater than 0. Write A =£i^4 + • • •

+£kAk+(pDi+irDi, then <pA=0(Mi+

■ ■ • +£t^t)+02I>iG2I',

cosets belonging to (pA and (p2Di in 31/21' are identical
■/(!>*)>iiA*), contrary to our assumption.

(and

hence the

5^0*). Hence,
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The k in this lemma is called the dimension of 21. The dimension
is clearly the number of its chain basis elements.

31
of a chain

Lemma 5. Let 21 be the direct sum of the open and closed chains Si, • • • , St.
Let Aa denote an arbitrary chain basis element of Sr with chain exponents ia. ja,
and B an element of 21 satisfying

(4.21)

(p^B = 0,

ir^B = 0.

Furthermore,
if Sr happens to be an open chain with a single basis element A a, then B will satisfy at least one of the following three conditions:

(4.22)

1. 0^-^

Then Aá =Aa+B

= 0,

together

2. ir>°-lB = 0,
with the chain

3. £ G £(21).

basis elements

not equal to Aa of

Sr form a basis of a chain S/ =Sr such that 21= 6/ © • • • ©St where S/ =SS
for S7±r.
Proof. B is uniquely
represented
as a sum of expressions
(1.22)
resp. (1.22*). In that representation,
B cannot involve Aa with a coefficient a^O (0, ir), since otherwise the 0- and 7r-exponent of B would not
be less than the respective
exponents
of Aa, and also B would not be an
element of §, contrary
to the assumptions
of the lemma. From (4.21)
C' =(piaAá

=(piaAa,

Dá =iriaAÍ

=iruAa,

and

Aá

and

the

rest

of the

chain

basis elements of Sr form a basis of a chain S/ =Sr- Since the representation
(1.22) of B does not involve Aa the representation
(1.22) of -40' =Aa+B
does
involve it with a coefficient a'^éO (0, ir). Hence, Aá and the chain basis elements of 21 other than .4o generate 21 by Lemma 4, which completes the proof

of Lemma 5.
If A a is the only basis element of Sr and none of the supplementary
conditions (4.22) is satisfied then the representation
(1.22) of B might involve .4a.
In that case Aa can be replaced
by B and Sr= {Aa\ by Sr' = {B} in the
chain decomposition
of 21.
5. We can proceed now to prove the fundamental
theorem. The proof
will be carried out in several successive steps and each step will be formulated
as a lemma.
Throughout
the rest of the paper, the letters £, n, £",r will denote operators
reduced modulo (0, ir), that is er-polynomials of degree less than A and nonnegative coefficients less than p.

Lemma 6. An 3Î*,*-group generated by a single element A o is either an open
chain with invariants
[ia, jo], or a closed chain with invariants
[io, jo], fiz) =z
—A. Two chains {^4o}, {-<4i}are ^R^,,„-isomorphic only ifthey have the same invariants.
This is the simplest case of the fundamental
theorem. {.4o} is necessarily
indecomposable
since its dimension is 1.
Proof. Let i, j be the 0- and 7r-exponents of A0. The elements of {AQ} can
be written as
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(5.1)

J

A - E &*r4o+ E IJrT'ilo
r=0

r=l

where the second sum is vacuous if j = 0. For, the sum and difference of two
elements (5.1) can be reduced to the same form by (4.3) and (4.4).
The uniqueness of the representation
(5.1) depends on whether a relation

(5.2)

¿ (£r - i)VAo + E (* - v'rWAo = 0
r=0

r—1

holds with not all the coefficients £r— £/, Vr—ní vanishing. Suppose we have a
relation (5.2) with £r—£/ ?¿0, r<i, and let r be the smallest such number.

Then multiplying

(5.2) by 0i~r, we have (£r-£r')0i4o

= O, £r-£r' ^0

(0, tt),

hence 0\4o = O, whereas i was the 0-exponent
of Ao. Similarly we obtain
Wr—yt =0 for r<j. Thus, the representation
(5.1) is either unique, or ¿>0,
j>0 and there is a relation 7r,';lo=X0\4o. In the first case, {.4o} is an open
chain with invariants
[¿+l,_; + l]; in the second case, {^4o} is a closed chain
with invariants
[i,j] and/(s) =z —X.
If A is another generating element of {-4o}, then necessarily £0^0 in its
representation
(5.1), and clearly the 0- and 7r-exponents of A are identical

with those of ^40. Furthermore,

if ¿>0 and j>0,

= £oir'Ao, hence ir,'.<4o=X0i.4o implies ir'A =\(piA.

then 0^4 =£o0Vlo, ir'A

This proves

the second

half

of the lemma.
Lemma 7. Let 21be indecomposable and ©(21) = {0}. Then 21is an open chain
of dimension 1.
By the previous

lemma this is equivalent

to the statement

that

if 21 has

the dimension k and ©(21) = {o}, then 21= {^4i}© • ■ • ®{Ak], where each
{Ar\ is an open chain.
Proof. If 031= {0}, then ir is identical with the operator pe, and 9?*,T is
a principal ideal ring, as in case I of §1. Hence, by the fundamental
theorem
of abelian groups an indecomposable
31 is generated by a single element Ao.
Suppose, therefore, that 031 ^ {o}, hence there are elements in 31 with 0-exponents greater than 0. Let i'i > 0 be the maximum of 0-exponents in 31. Among
the elements with 0-exponent *i, let ^4i be an element with the smallest irexponent ji. We shall prove that {^4i| is a direct summand of 31.
We assume that the dimension of 31 is A>1, and also that the lemma is
true for every 31with a smaller dimension.

1. ¿iG£(3I).

For, suppose that

Ai=4>Bi+irB2,

then (¡>Ai=(p2Bi^0,

(pilAi=(pil+1 Bit^O, whereas ¿i was supposed to be the greatest 0-exponent in 31.
Consider the quotient group 31*= 21/ {A1}. Elements of 31* (that is, cosets
modulo |.4i}) shall be distinguished
from their representatives
in 31 by an
asterisk.

2. ©(31*) = {0*}. For, if there were elements B*^0*, B*, B*, such that
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(pB* = B*, irB* = B*, then we have

for their

representatives

33

in 21, jB=0.Bi

= irB2+C, CE. {Ai], that is, C = <pBi—xi^G^. Since A\Q&, Cisnecessarily
of the form C = oufrAi+ßir A u hence B-a(pAi = (piBi-aAi)=iriB2+ßAi)9*0,
which contradicts ©(21) = {o}.
Clearly, the dimension of 21* is A—1, hence by the induction hypothesis
Sl*= {A*\ © • • • © {At} where each {A*} is an open chain. Let the chain
exponents of A* he iT, jr for r = 2, • • • , k, hence iiA*) =ir— 1, jiA*) =jT —1.
We show that if we choose the representatives
AT of A* appropriately,
then
3. 0f^r = O, iri'Ar = 0, r = 2, • • • , k.
By the definition of ir,jr we have 0'vl* = O*, 7rlV.4*= 0*, hence (pirAr=C,

G{^4i},7rMr = DrG{^i}.IfCr?íO,

then it has the form Cr= «0^1,^1 ^î>0,

a^O (0, it), by 1 and since ©= {o}. Also i = ir, since otherwise we have
<pil~i+irAr = a(pi,Ai9é0, ii—i+ir>ii,
contradicting
the maximum assumption

on ii.
Choosing

Ai =Ar—o¿(pi~irAi

as a new

have 0 M/ =0i'^P-a0i^4i=0<--^4r-Cr

representative

of A* in 21, we

= O.

This proves the first part of 3. To prove the second half, we remark
irirAr = Dr (if not 0) is necessarily

Dr = ßlT'Al,
We show that j>jr.

and

J! £ j > 0,

For, suppose

= ir'i-'ißir'Ai-Dr)=0,

that jújr,

jr=j,

ii<iT,

ßjeO

(0, tt).

then we have irhißAi —ir'^'Ar)

(p^ißAi-ir^'A^^O,

0ilirI'r_,^4r = O unless

that

of the form

the latter because (p^ßAi^O
in which

case

4>hißA*— ir^-'A*)

=0»^r*?iO*.
Thus,
definition

iißAi—irir-iAr)=ii,jißAi—irir-'AT)<ji,
of iu j%. Hence j>jrChoosing

sentative

of A*, we have

—ß4>irir>-irAi

= 0 since

j>jr,

irirAr

which is contrary
to the
A'r =Ar—ßir'~irAi
as a new repre-

=irirAr—ßir>Ai

ir>0

and

= DT—ßir,Ai

= 0, (pirAr' =(pirAr

(pirAr = 0.

This completes the proof of 3. As a corollary we obtain the result that
with the new representatives
Ar, {Ar} = {A?} for r = 2, • • • , k, hence

2I=Mi}©{,42}© • • • ©{¿t}.
Lemma 7 proves Theorem 4 for the case that ©(21) = JO}. Henceforth we
shall assume that © is not {0}, that is, its dimension m is greater than 0.
We shall also assume that Theorem 4 is proved for every group in which the
dimension of © is smaller than m.
In analogy to the height-exponent
of H. Prüfer, we define the 0-height
and 7r-height of an element A ^0 in 21 as the greatest exponents e and / for

which solutions C, D of 0eC = .4, ir/D=A, C, Z?G2I exist. If eiA) denotes the
0-height of A and eiA) <c(5), then, evidently, eiA +B) =eiA). If eiA) =e(5),
then eiA+B) =eiA), and similar relations hold for the ir-height fiA).
We now define a characteristic
subgroup SC© in the following manner:
Let î'o>0 be the maximum of 0-heights of the nonzero elements of ©. Let

further :
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fii = the set of elements A with 0-exponent
io and 0*°.4G©;
.70= the minimum of ir-exponents
of the elements of Hi,
ß2 = the set of elements of ßi with 7r-exponent jo;
Í2 = the set of elements 4£í¡2
with 7r,0.4G© if there exist such elements,
0= Í22 otherwise;
Si =the set of elements EG© for which solutions of 0io^4 =E exist with

¿Gfí.
Let jo' >0 be the maximum

of ir-heights

of the nonzero

elements

of Si. Let

further:
2i = the
io' =the
S2 = the
2 =the

set of elements A with ir-exponent jó and 7r'í.4GSi,
minimum of 0-exponents
of the elements in Si;
set of elements of 2i with 0-exponent i¿ ;
set of elements A G22 with (p^oAG© if there exist such elements,

S=22 otherwise;
S = S(2t) =the

set of elements

EGSi,

for which solutions

of ir'oA =E exist

with A es.
Evidently, S is a subgroup of © and its dimension is greater than 0. Consider the quotient group SI* = 3I/S. The dimension of its ©-group ©* is
less than m, since SC© and each representative
D of Z)*G©* is an element of
©. Hence we conclude by the induction hypothesis that 31*is the direct sum of
open and closed chains,

(5.3)

31*=SÎ © •• • ©St

Let us suppose first that S = ©, that is, ©(31*) = ¡0*{, hence (by Lemma 7)
each S* in (5.3) is an open chain with a single basis element A*. Let the chain
exponents

of A* be ir, jr, and Ar be a representative

(5.4)

where

¿«Ar

Cr, DrGS-

It is quite

= Cr,

possible

chains Sf, • • • , S* be arranged
in
r = 1, • • • , s and Cr = 0 for r >s. Let
decompositions
(5.3) of A*) and the
shall have a smallest possible value.

(5.5)

of A* in 21. Write

T'TAr = Dr,

that

for some r, Cr = 0 or Dr = 0. Let the

such an order that in (5.4) C-^O for
the chains S* (among the possible chain
representatives
Ar be chosen so that 5
We then show that a relation

&& + ••• +&C, = 0

cannot hold unless every £r = 0. For, in the contrary case let Sf, • • • , S* be
arranged so that £,^0 and Sf°âS* for every r with £r^0. Then (by Corollary
1 of Theorem 8*) we could replace S* by £i-S*|+
• • • |+£„-S*, hence (by

Definition

7b) A, by A, = E*-i

£r0ir_is^4r, whence

we have C/ =<puA¡

— Er-1 £7-Cr= 0, contradicting
the minimum assumption
on s.
Similarly, if vi, • ■ ■ , vt are the indices (not necessarily in numerical order)
for which DVr7¿0, and ¿ has the smallest possible value (with ä being minimal),

then a relation
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(5.6)

VlDVl H-+
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VtDv, = 0

cannot hold unless every t]T= 0. For, in the contrary case let vt be an index
for which í/ít^O and S*á°S*
for every r with tj^O. If there are several
indices with the same property, let Vt be the smallest among them. Again,

replacing S* by i?i-S* + | • • • +|i?rS*

and A,-t by A't= E'=i «MrV-*»«iv

we have D[= E'-i
VrDVr= Q, which contradicts
the minimum assumption
on
/. Moreover,
we have Cc'(=0'»i^4i(= Ec*rsc*», ^rC-, and this equals 0 if vt>s
(since in that case every vr>s in the last sum). Hence, Cr = 0 for r>s is not
affected by the new change.
It is immediately
seen from (5.5) and (5.6) that both of the sets
Ci, • • • , Csand DVl, • • • , Dv¡ form a basis of © = S, hences = / = wz. Further-

more

(5.7)

4reß,

For, CrGS;

hence

by the definition

Avr G S
of S there

íorr

isaß£ß

= 1, • ■■ ,m.

such that

0io5' = Cr.

Write JB'=0i»-i'5.
If¿r<í0, oriT = io and jr>jo + l, then 0'''/J' = Cr, iri'~xB =0,
<pirB'* = 0*, Tr^-1^'* = 0*, hence, by Lemma 5 we could replace A* by A*-B'*.
WehaveC;
=<pi'Ar' =(pi'iAr-B')
= Cr - Cr = 0, Dr' =7rM/ =i'''ir
= flr, hence
a further Cr would vanish, which is impossible.
The

same

argument

applies

If ir">5G©7 then according

either hy A*-B*

in the

to the remark

case

ir = io, jr=jo

after Lemma

+ l if irio.BG©-

5 we can replace

or by B*. In the first case Cr' =(Pi'iAr-B)

=Cr-Cr

A*

= 0,

Z)r' =ir'riAr —B) =Dr, which is not possible, by the previous
argument.
In
the second case Cr' = (pirB = CT, Dr =ir'rB = 0 which is possible
only if also
Dr = ir'TAr = 0. In that case the x-exponent
of Ar is jo=jr+l,
hence 4,£ß.
Finally,
if ir = io, jr=jo,
then ir>rAr = Dr¿¿0 (by the definition
of jo), hence

¿rGß.
A similar argument shows the validity of the second half of (5.7). An immediate consequence
of (5.7) is that either vs = m for s=l,
• • ■ , m or vs>m
for s=l,
• • ■ , m. For suppose that vs = rSm,
that is, C-^O, Dr^O, then

from (5.7) 4,G0, ^4rG2-, whence i0 = ió, jo = jo' and ir/o^4rG©. Hence by the
definition of fí, ir'°.<4,G©, that is, £>85¿0 for every 5 = 1, • • • , m, which
proves our assertion.
Case I. Suppose first that vs>m for s= 1, • • • , m. We arrange
elements
so that
»i = m + l, • • ■ , vm = 2m. Since both
Dm+i, • ■ ■ , Dîm form a basis of ©, there is a relation

the basis
Ci, • • • , Cm and

771

Cr = E tr*Dm+i,
«=i
between

them

with

det

|£rs| ^0

r = 1, ■ • • , m,

(0, ir).

It is seen that S^+i= ■ • • =S*m since they are open chains of the type
[í'o'+l, jó], hence by Corollary
2 of Theorem
8* we can replace S^+r,
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■ ■ • , m, by Eü*-i| +1£«• S£+í, hence Am+r by A'm+T
= E™i£»-4»+,

whence
Til

D'm+r= E ÉnAm+i = C„

t = 1, ■■ • , m.

Thus, 21 is the direct sum of the open chains {Am+r, Ar\, r=l,
• • • , m,
with invariants
[ió +1, jo' ; to, io + l] and the subgroup
{^42m+i, • • • , Ak}.
21 is indecomposable
only if it is an open (p-ir chain with two basis elements
and invariants
[to' + l,jo' ; to, jo + l].
Case II. The indices vi, • • ■ , vm are, in some arrangement,
identical with

1, • • • , m, and
ir = to = i'o,

jr = JO = JO

fol f = 1, • ■• , Í».

The elements C\, • • • , Cm resp. Di, • • • , Dm form a basis of ©, and SI
is the direct sum of {Ai, • • • , Am\ and {.4m+i, • • • , Ak\. We show that
21'= \Ai, • • • , Am) is a direct sum of closed 0-7r chains. We have
77Í

(5.8)
Since Sf =

Dr = E irJC»
«=i
• • • =S*,

r = 1, ■• ■ , m, det | f„ | ^ 0 (0, x).

we can again introduce

new basis elements

771

(5.9)

A, = E Tr>A*,
»=i

r = 1, • • • , m,

with det |t„| ^0 (0, it).
The coefficients t„, £rs represent residue classes mod (0, x), hence can be
regarded as elements fr„ |„ of a GFiph). Denote by !T=||rrs|| and X = |||rs||

the matrices formed by these elements.
(5.9) of the basis elements, the system

(5.10)

After performing the transformation
of equations (5.8) transforms into

D'r=£vrsCa,

r=l,

, m,

where F= ||i„|| =T~lXT.
Here we can choose T so that Y shall appear reduced to irreducible
square submatrices along the diagonal. To this corresponds a decomposition
of 21' into the direct sum of subgroups generated by the respective basis elements of the submatrices of Y. We can choose T so that each submatrix of
F shall assume the second (rational) canonical form (see [15, p. 137]), that
is, become a companion matrix of the form
r;r,,.+i = 1 for r = 1, ■ ■ • , d — 1,
^O >i ÍJ

Vds ~ X#_i,

ijrs = 0 for r < d, r ^ s — 1,
5 = 1, ' • • , d9
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where d is the number of rows and columns of the submatrix and /(z) =zd
~ E?-i A«-i z*~xis either irreducible in GFiph) or a power of an irreducible

polynomial. Thus (5.10) has the following form:
Di = C2, • • • , Da-i = Cd,

Di = XoCi + • • • + Ad-iCd,

that is, {.4i, • • ■ , Ad} is a closed chain with the invariants
- Etl
A,_, 2-1.
Thus we obtain the following lemma.

Lemma 8. An indecomposable
an open chain with the invariants
the invariants
[io, jo]; fiz).
The uniqueness
of the
nected in an invariant way
definition. The uniqueness
of the well known fact that

[to, jo],fiz)

=zd

31which satisfies ©(Sí) =S(3l)?i {o} is either
[ió +1, jó ; io, jo + l], or a closed chain with

invariants
is obvious; to, jo and to', jó are conwith the structure of the group, according to their
of the characteristic
polynomial is a consequence
the canonical form (5.11) is uniquely determined

by the matrix X in (5.8).
Lemma 8 proves Theorem 4 for the case that S = ©. Henceforth we shall
assume that S is a proper subgroup of ©.
To each chain basis element A* of the chains S* in (5.3) we select a representative
Ar in 31. Let tr, jf he the chain exponents
of A*. If A*_x and A*
are two consecutive basis elements of the same chain, then we have irjr~xA*_x

= <pi'A*9±0* and
(5 . 12)

Dr-1 = TT'V-MUl= (pl'Ar + E = CT + E,

E G S.

We show that by choosing the chain decomposition
of A* and the representatives Ar in 31 appropriately,
we can make E vanish in each of the rela-

tions (5.12).
Suppose that E^O in (5.12) and put

0i°.B1= E,
Evidently

Z>r_i = 5r¿,~l^4r_iG©,

tr = to and jr^joSuppose
first
jr>jo- Since 5iGß,
we obtain
tpirf^ier-irBj)

(5.13)

ir'"B2 = E,

cpi'i^i'Bl)

+

Bi G ß,

Cr = 0MrG©,
that

hence

ArC¿Cl, hence

either

either

ir<io,

= 0*0^1 = E,

^''ilp^^B^

= 0*,

ir''i<Pi0-irBi) = 0*.

ir<io,

or

or t, = to,

= 0,

*

By Lemma 5 we can replace A* by ^4*+0'~*''5*

31*. Replacing AT by A'T=At+(pi~i'Bi,

B2 G S.

in the chain decomposition

we obtain

of

from (5.12), (5.13)

Cr =(pirA; =Cr+E = Dr+1 and D', =ir^A'r =ir''AT.
Suppose next that^4rGß,
then^4r_iG2
since otherwise we haveZ>r_iGS,
P*_! =0*. Repeating the previous argument with the roles of 0 and x inter-
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changed,
and replacing
Ar-i by /L'_, =.4r_i —ir'^-'^B-,,
= 0i'-Ur'_, =0ir-i^r_i
and D'r_, =x"->^r'_,
=Dr-x-E
= CT.

In either
the

performed

we

obtain

Cr'_,

case we have D'_x = C/, hence E = 0 in (5.12). We also see that
operations

leave

the elements

Cr_l=0,^~,

Ar-i and Dr=(pirAT

unchanged. Thus, repeating the whole procedure if necessary, we can successively annihilate E in each one of the relations (5.12).
A similar reasoning
also shows that if the basis elements A*, ■ ■ ■ , A*
generate a closed chain, and

D* = \oC*i+ XiC*+i+ • • • , Dt = X„Ci+ \iC,+i +•••+£,

E G S,

then we can annihilate
this E too by changing Ai and A\ appropriately.
Thus, the new representatives
Ai, • ■ • , A ¡ themselves will generate a closed

chain in 31 isomorphic to {A*, ■ ■ • , A*}. Since {Ai, ■ ■ ■, Ai}(~\E= ¡OJ,
and {Au ■••, A i}r\{Ai+x, •■■, ^4*}CS, the subgroups \Ai, ■ ■ ■ , At\
and

{¿4í+j, • • • , Ak} have no common

31 = {Alt ■ •• ,Ai)
We summarise

the result

elements

besides

0, hence

© {Al+h ■ ■■ ,Ak}.

as follows:

Lemma 9. Let SI be indecomposable and S(3I) be a proper subgroup o/©(3I).
Then every S* in (5.3) is an open chain and at least one S* has more than one
basis element. If A*^x and A* are two consecutive basis elements of the same chain,

then
(5.14)

ir>r-Ar-i

for suitable representatives

= (pirAr

in 21.

Let A*a, a = l, • • ■ , cir) be the chain basis elements
of S*, Ara their
representatives
in 21 satisfying
(5.14), ira, jra the chain exponents
of A*a.

Write
ir =

0'VLi

hi,

= Cr,

jr

= jr,c(r),

r =

1, • • ■ , k,

ir>Ar,c(r) = Dr,

where Cr, Z?rGS and {Cv ■ ■ ■ , Ck} = {Du ■ ■ ■ , Dk} =S.
As in the proof of Theorem 8*, we divide the open chains S* into classes
fti, • • • , ft« by requiring that S* and S* shall belong to the same class ftM,
if and only if S,*=S*. Let us arrange the types of chains ft into a sequence
ft«,, ft«2, ■ • • , ft«, according to the rule that ft„,°>ft«m if Km. Such an arrangement
is possible because of the transitivity
of left dominance. We shall

call / the left index of ft«,.
Similarly

a second

arrangement

rule that ft„„<°ft„, if Km;

ftt,„ ftl2, • • • , ft,, is obtained

by the

m is called the right index of ft„m.

Departing
from the group 21 we shall construct
group 93 so as to satisfy the following conditions:

now an auxiliary

9?*,*-
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1. 93 is A-dimensional, where A is the number of open chains in (5.3).
2. Denote by lr the left index of the class ft to which S* belongs and by

mT the right index of the same class. Write

g =©(93). Then 93*=93/g

= {B*} ® • ■ • ®{B*},

chain

where

{B*} is an open

with

the invariants

[/r+l,mr+l].

3. 55=S = S(21). Moreover, there is a set of representatives
in 93 of the cosets B* such that if we write

(5 . 16)
then

0«H-l5r = C'r,

the mapping

IT^Br

= tí.,

Bv ■ ■ • , Bk

Cl, tíT G 8,

C'r—^Cr, D'r—*Dr is a 1-1 9Î*,„-isomorphism

between

5 and

S (Cr, Dr defined in (5.15)).
These conditions
uniquely determine
the group 93, provided
given. We only have to define 93 as the set of symbols
k

k

5 = Zf.S.+

E

í=l

k

W«.+

¡~1,0<SS¡Í

E

that

31 is

t

S*(**Bt
+ E* r£t

Í=l,0<sá77il

í=l

where £, r¡, J", r are arbitrary
reduced operators and the asterisk above the
last summation
sign indicates that the summation
shall run through such indices t only for which the Ct (or the Ci ) are linearly independent.
The sum of
two elements 93 is then obtained by means of the rules of composition of the

Ct in 21.
Since S is a proper subgroup of ©(21) and g = ©(93) is isomorphic
to S,
the dimension of 5 is smaller than the dimension of ©(21), hence the induction hypothesis can be applied to 93. We conclude that 93 is the direct sum of
0-7Tchains.
Let the chain basis elements belonging to this chain decomposition
be
Bi, ■ • ■ , Bk, whereby we agree that basis elements of the same chain shall
have consecutive
indices. Since the Br represent
chain basis elements
of
93* = 93/r5, the open chains {B*} are, apart from their arrangement,
isomorphic to the chains {B*} (by Lemma 7). Let us arrange the S* in (5.3),

hence the Br so that {B*} = { 2Ç"} for r = 1, • • -, A.
By Condition
sentation

(5.17)

2 of the definition

S*=E£X+
s=l

E
I—l.OOSll

of 93 and (5.1), B* has a unique

r,sl(p°B*t+ E

repre-

S.v'Bl

l=l,(K<il»|

Let the 0-exponent
of B* be /, its x-exponent
be m. Evidently
the 0-exponent of each term in (5.17) with nonzero coefficient is not greater than /
and its x-exponent
is not greater than m. Suppose we have a nonzero term B*

in (5.17) with iiB*)<l,

jiB*)<m.

Then by Lemma 5 we could replace Br

by Br —B in the chain decomposition
of 93, hence B* by B* —B*, and the
representation
(5.17) of the new B* would not contain the term B* any more.
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Hence, we may assume that every nonzero term in (5.17) has either I for its
0-exponent or m for its x-exponent
(or both).
This implies (since /, m are both positive) ■)?«(
= 0 unless s = /<—/and £,¡ = 0
unless s = mt —m. Furthermore,
since the pair of exponents /, m is identical
with one of the pairs /„ ms, and by definition ls^lt implies m,5¿mt and conversely, we have £t = 0 unless /( = /, mt = m. Moreover, at least one £«^0 since
otherwise we have £rG§(93),
which is impossible since Br is a chain basis
element. Hence, writing n^-i,t = nt, Çm^m.t^Çt, and indicating
the fact that
To Vt, tt depend on the index r, we obtain from (5.17),

(5.18)

Br =

E

£r«-B*
+ E Vrt<pl^B*+ E frl*""—SÎ •

l-B*)= l^r!

lt>l

mi>m

We can write (5.18) in the form of a chain resultant,

namely

(5.19) {b:}= E|+| M# 11+£.+ *•■{»*I+IE+Ur.-{2?*},
where det |£r,| ^0 (0, x) by Theorem 8*.
For the representatives

(5.20)

in 93 we obtain from (5.18)

Br = E ir.B. + E Vrt(pl'-lBt+ E frir*«--*. + Fr,

Fr G F.

Here we may assume Fr = 0 since otherwise we could evidently
replace
Br by Br-Fr.
Writing 0í+1¿Jr = Cr', irm+1Br=D¡,
we obtain from (5.20) and

(5.16)

(5.21)

Cr'= E h£. + E VrtC,, Dr = E W>.'+ E VrPl
s

t

Equations (5.19), (5.20) and (5.21) show us how to obtain a chain decomposition for the original group 21. We replace the chains S^ in (5.3) by new
chains S'* which are being defined as follows:

(5.22)

Sr'*= E I + IWE.*
| + E I+ flr/5*
+ I E + I fr,S*
«=1

1=1

*=1

where the coefficients £, n, f are identical with those in (5.19). In the first sum
of (5.22) all the chains occurring with £,«5^0 are isomorphic to each other,
hence the forming of the resultant
| +1 is justified. In the second sum only
such terms occur for which S*° > Sf, since lt>l = lr for the nonzero terms, and
It is the left index of the class to which S* belongs. Similarly, in the third sum
only such terms occur for which Sf <0Sri. Hence, the forming of the resultant

(5.22) is justified. By Theorem 8*, 2I*= Si*© • • • ©S* since det \$„\
^0(0, x).
Denote

by B*a the chain basis elements

of Sr*, and by Bra their representa-
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tives in 21 which have been selected so as to satisfy (5.14). Write S/ for the
open chain generated by BTi, Bri, • • • . We have from (5.22) and (5.15)
(pi'Brl = Cr =

(5.23)

_

irlrBr,c(r)

=

_

Dr =

/ . £r«C,+ E VrtCt,
«
í

E W>. + E SrtDt,
I

t

where for the moment we denote by tr the 0-chain-exponent
of B* and by jr
the x-chain-exponent
of the last basis element B*^r) of Si*.
Comparing (5.23) with (5.21) we see (from condition 3 of the definition of
B) that if Br and Br+i are consecutive basis elements of the same chain in 93,
that is, Dr =C'+1, then we also have Z>r= Cr+i in 31. From this we conclude
that if B\, • • • , Bi generate a single open chain, then Ci, • • • , Ci also gen-

erate an open chain. If B\, • • • , Bdi generate

a closed chain with period /,

that is, i>oi= Es=o' X.Cji+i, then the same relation must hold between the
corresponding
elements
Ddi, (?¡i+i- Furthermore,
since { B* \ = { B*} for
s = t (mod/) implies SS'*=S/* for s = t (mod/), the chain section {Sí*, • • -.S/}
is isomorphic to {S¡'+i, • • • , Sj¡}, and so on, and S/, • • • , S0¡ generate in
fact a closed chain, d being the number of its primitive periods. In this way
we get 31 decomposed into the direct sum of open and closed 0-x chains,
parallel to the decomposition
of the auxiliary group 93.

The proof shows that an indecomposable SI is certainly an open or closed
0-x chain. To complete the proof of Theorem 4, we still have to show that
if 31 has two different decompositions
into open and closed chains:

(5.24)

SI= Si © • • • © Sj = SÍ © • • • © SÍ-,

then / =/' and Sr=Sr' (or, more precisely, Sr and S/ have the same invariants)
provided that the chains in the second decomposition are suitably arranged.
We shall prove this directly from Theorem 9, without making use of the

Krull-Schmidt theorem.
It is easily seen by arguments

based on (4.19) in the proof of Theorem

9

that if E&'Q'-i'GS, then each C/r&GSfor which £^5^0, hence S has a basis
consisting

of Q-elements

of the chains Sr- Thus there are two chain decom-

positions of 21*= 2I/S,

(5.25)

21*= S* © • • • © SÎ = Si* © • • • © SÜ*

corresponding
to the two decompositions
in (5.24).
Without loss of generality we may assume that the chains Sa in (5.24) are
not isomorphic to any one of the chains S&. Then it follows as in Lemma 9
that all the chains S*, Sr'* in (5.25) are open chains and Sr*=Sr'* for r = l,

■■■, k.
Defining the elements Cr, Dr, Cr, Dr as in (5.15), we see\hatall
sets of elements
Cr, Dr, C'r , Dl form a basis of S, hence

the four
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E

VrsDs,

E

TÏsrDr.

r

It follows from Theorem

9 (applied

to the double

decomposition

(5.25) of

31*)that in (5.26), £„ = 0 if S*°>Sr*, "Jr.-O if S/*<°S*, i>r= 0 if Sr'*°>S*,
7jSr= 0 if S*<°Sr'*.
Moreover,
the proof of Theorem
9 shows that £„ = »?«,
hr=1ïsr if Sr'*SSs*.
From (5.26) we have Cr'= E«.< krshtC't , or, because of the linear independence
of the Cl, £r«£Si= 5r/ (5rt = the Kronecker
symbol).
This implies,

since

f.,-0

for S/*°>S*

and

£r8= 0 for S*°>Sr'*,

that

det

|£,8|u = det

U»U;,c;'G.e0^0 (.4>,ir)Let us construct now the auxiliary group 93 to the first of the decompositions (5.25). From the first decomposition
in (5.24) it follows that the elements Br form a chain basis of a decomposition
of 93. Let us introduce new

basis elements in 93 by

Br =

E . ir.B. + E trà^'B,
<£=<&'•

+

lt<lr

E

VrtTr""-""Bt,

r = 1, • • • , k.

mOm,

It follows from Theorem 8* that 93/g = 93*= {B{*} ® ■ ■ ■ ®{B¿*}.

It is

also seen that the chains {Bf } in 93 are linked to each other in the same way
as the chain sections
{A'T¡1,A'i2, • ■ • } in SI, where the ^4'a denote chain
basis elements of the second decomposition
(5.24) representing
the chain
basis elements -4r'* of S/*. Hence, the elements BT generate a second chain
decomposition
of 93 which is obviously different from the original one, contrary to the induction hypothesis.
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